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LETTER  FROM THE  ED ITOR

What sums up lazy-day living for you?

When I asked the Country Homes & Interiors

team this question, their answers formed the

starting point for this colourful, summer-loving issue.

For Vivienne, our Houses Editor, it was having the time to

soak up wow-factor views of the British countryside (turn

to page 22 for homes that sit perfectly in the landscape).

Deputy Editor Jane opted for finding the perfect hammock,

chair or lounger in a sunny garden spot (see our favourites

on page 96). For our Style team, it was surrounding

themselves with the joyful, juicy fruit shades of the season 

– sundowner yellows, berry reds and leafy greens on

cushions, ceramics and outdoor rugs, anyone? (See page 58

for inspiration.) Food guru Sarah said it was lighting the

charcoal to cook ‘something a little different’ for family

and friends (turn to page 122 for amazing recipes from

chef Ben Tish). And for me, it was seeing my favourite

lavenders and smelling their heady scent.

We hope our take-a-moment thoughts and ideas 

inspire your sunshiny days, too...

Things I’ve seen, done
and loved this month...

Rhoda x
PS... We’ve got together with Susie Watson Designs to

offer you 15% off selected items from her lovely cushion  

and fabric range (see page 121 for details).
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Things e can’t lie without
JULY

Setting up camp in
the great outdoors.

Campfire cooker, £93.50,
Pedlars. Kettle, similar
from Labour and Wait.

Tripod field stool, £210,
Cherchbi at Lissom + Muster.
Log holder, similar from Etsy. 
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COUNTRY  DAYS

Delicate blossom
on summer staples.
Blossom Print faux
wrap top, col Silver,
£39, Kettlewell.

PINTEREST
For more things we
can’t live without,

follow us at
countryhomesmag

5

Keeping drinks at the
perfect temperature
in a pretty container.
Vacuum flasks, from £14.95 
each, Sophie Conran.

3

2

1

1 A transportable perch. Africa director’s chair, H86xW54xD48cm,
£45, Habitat. 2 Getting set for a celebration. Gingham Union
Jack bunting, L8m, £24.95, Dotcomgiftshop. 3 Quenching thirst
with classic drinkware. Mini enamel tumblers, H6cm, £5 each,
Falcon Enamelware. 4 Awarming centrepiece. Fire pit,
H62x55cm diameter, £292.95, All Things Brighton Beautiful.

5 Super-soft stripy layers of loveliness. Oslo throw, 136x180cm,
£140, Loaf. 6 Transporting cold drinks in style. Woven water
bottle, H29cm, £8, Next. 7 Lighting the way with a gentle
glow. Hurricane lantern, H26cm, col Zinc, £19.99, Oggetto.
8 Introducing some eco-friendly fun for the family in the
garden. Twigwam, H160x85cm sq, £180, Cox & Cox.»

7
8

6

4
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13 Sipping a brew from a handpainted cup. Linea Regatta Stripe
mug, H9cm, £10, House of Fraser.14 Classic stripes for the summer
wardrobe. Breton Stripe top, £40, Cath Kidston. 15 Creating a
buzz with an insect hotel to encourage local wildlife. Wooden
insect house, H29cm, £18, Next. 16 Beautiful blooms on tactile
accessories. Floral Sketch cushion, 43cm sq, £8, George Home. 

Picnicking in
picturesque spots.
Picnic basket, £60;

enamel picnicware,
from £6 a piece; picnic
blankets, £90 each, all

The White Company. 

10

12

Laundry drying in the
sunshine. Scarves,

(from left): Barrington
Court Floral Borders,
£15; Hill Top Garden

Collage, £30; Polesden
Lacey Wildflower

Meadow; Sissinghurst Bees
& Butterflies, both £25, all

National Trust Shop.

COUNTRY  DAYS

9 Getting comfy with a versatile rug. Rugby Stripe Denim
indoor/ outdoor rug, 91x152cm, £92, Dash & Albert. 10 Relaxing
in a woven wonder. Hanging Egg chair, H100xW67xD45cm,
£285, Grace & Glory. 11 Unpacking a lovely lunch. Polka Dot
picnic rucksack, H44cm, £45, BHS. 12 Colourful serving ideas.
Tray, col Dorset Blue, 31cm diameter, £16.50, Garden Trading.

14
13

9

15

11

16
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VIDEO
See videos of our
favourite country

colours at
country-days.co.uk

(From top left): acacia wood chopping board, £10, Sainsbury’s. Daisy fabric, col Marine Blue Blotch, £49.95 m, Olive + Daisy. Gypsy Garland
wallcovering, col Cornflower, £52 a roll, Vanessa Arbuthnott. Baseball dog lead, col Bluebell, £49.50, Mungo & Maud. Gentian wallpaper,

col Denim, £43 a roll, Designers Guild. Classic Walnut flooring, £70 sq m, Amtico. Eclectic Mix & Match cutlery, £39 for 16 pieces, I Love
Retro. Mug, £9, Falcon Enamelware. Trimmings: Classic Cord (top), col Indigo, £21.94 a yard; Riviera Cord, col Sapphire, £23.50 a yard, both
Kerry Joyce Textiles at Redloh House Fabrics. Olive + Daisy fabric, col Dark Chocolate/Duck Egg, £54 m, Olive + Daisy. Dieze fabric, col

Denim, £84 m, Designers Guild. Paint (from left): Moonlit Night; Vintage Denim; Lapis Lazuli, all £40 for 2.5L matt emulsion, Designers Guild.
Jeans apron, £39, Lexington. Tsarina fabric, col Blue, £55 m, Charlotte Gaisford. Angus Stripe fabric, £39.50 m, Ian Mankin. Pencils, stylist’s own. F
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CREATE A RELAXED VINTAGE VIBE INSPIRED BY YOUR FAVOURITE PAIR OF JEANS 

WITH A DECORATING SCHEME FEATURING A PALETTE OF DENIM BLUES. 

THE MOMENT
Colour of

SEE PAGE 141 FOR PHONE NUMBERS AND WEBSITES
housetohome.co.uk/countryhomesandinteriors 13
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Artist and wallpaper
designer Marthe Armitage
has collaborated with
British fragrance house 
Jo Malone to produce a
block-printed design in
three colourways that
forms the packaging  
for the limited-edition
Summer Afternoon range.
This beautiful collection
includes soaps, drawer
liners, bath oil and an
evocative candle. 

How did you get into
block printing? I lived  
in India for two years  
and would watch artisan
craftsmen printing
bedspreads on long tables
out in the open air. Seeing
them at work, printing in
their hit-and-miss way, I truly
appreciated the beauty in
imperfection. On coming
back to London, I set up  
a workshop on my landing
and created my first
wallpaper design. It looked
good, so I carried on!
Describe your design and
making process. The idea
comes first. I draw it onto
lino and cut it out, trying 
my best not to make any
mistakes! The process takes
a long time and it’s entirely
possible for the result to be
a failure. I use an old offset
lithographic proofing press,
made at the turn of the 
19th century. As far as  

Ditsy loral prints are an enduring country

trend, but this season sees them in a more

contemporary light, with simple sketched

outlines and vibrant bohemian-inspired hues.

The latest homeware range from Sainsbury’s

epitomises the look; unfussy handpainted

patterns bloom across a white background for 

a light, summery feel inspired by Britain’s most

iconic lower markets. As well as cushions and

bedlinens, the range includes an extensive

Cookshop collection – ceramic jugs, mugs, bowls,

and more, sit alongside enamel tins and trays for

a colourful display that’s pretty without being

overwhelming – not to mention practical, too!

Pick pretty cookware

Marthe Armitage

O U R  FAV O U R I T E  D E S I G N E R

SEE PAGE 141 FOR PHONE NUMBERS AND WEBSITES

 *

 *

I know, all similar machines
were sent off for scrap! 
What’s the inspiration
behind the design you’ve
created for this collection?
I met with the Jo Malone
creative team and after much
discussion we agreed to use
gardens as a starting point.
Shortly afterwards I visited
Chiswick House in London
one sunny day for inspiration
and seeing children playing,
gardeners working, the
beautiful statues and plants…
it all felt so alive. I wanted to
capture that in my design.
What’s your favourite Jo
Malone scent? I couldn’t say
– they all suit different moods!
See Marthe Armitage’s
designs on the Summer 

Afternoon
range at 
Jo Malone,
0800 054
2939,
jomalone.
co.uk. 

Hoe notes

Flower power...  
        lovely summer style

This sleek bar stool with a functional
back is a new addition to Ercol’s

Originals collection. With high tapered
legs and a smooth silhouette, it’s a
contemporary interpretation of the
design first produced in the 1950s 
by founder Lucian Ercolani. Only a
small number were made for his 

workshop — back when designers sat
up at drawing boards rather than
computers! Available in both ash 

and beech, from £295. 

Pul up a stol

M O D E R N  C O U N T R Y 
I N S P I R A T I O N

‘Embrace the pared-back rural lifestyle and take
your inspiration from nature’ is the design ethos 

behind Modern Pastoral

by Niki Brantmark 
(£19.99, Cico Books).
Each chapter showcases
rustic interiors adapted
to suit modern-day
living, and there’s
advice on how to
recreate the look  
in your own home.

Muffin tray, £12;
measuring cups,
£6 for 4; mugs, 
£3.50 each;
baking tray, £7;
spring-form cake
tin, £8; flour
shaker, £6;
plates, £10 for 4,
all Sainsbury’s. 

housetohome.co.uk/countryhomesandinteriors     15
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The irst rule of watering in summer is to do

it either irst thing in the morning or in the

evening when less will be lost to evaporation.

For the same reason, direct water to the roots

of the plant as much as possible. Established

trees, shrubs and your lawn really shouldn’t

need watering. Don’t worry if the grass looks

dry – it will perk up again in autumn. Leafy

edibles, such as lettuce and spinach will need

watering daily (along with hanging baskets and

pots), while particularly thirsty crops, such as

courgettes, do well with a perforated half bottle

sunk into the soil close to the roots. Any trees,

shrubs or perennials planted this spring will

need more water than your established borders. 

Water wisely

David JC Austin

O U R FAV O U R I T E

R O S E  E X P E R T

This handmade terracotta
pot is decorated with a mould
of foxgloves, inspired by
illustrations from the RHS
Lindley Library. It’s part of
a new range designed for
the RHS featuring British
wildflowers to celebrate
Whichford Pottery’s 40th
anniversary. RHS Foxglove
pot, H38x35cm diameter,
from £82, Whichford Pottery.

Huge pompoms of creamy
white flowers cover
Hydrangea arborescens

‘Annabelle’ from July to early
autumn when they fade to a
muted lime green, then turn
to magical winter seedheads.
Plant it enmasse in a semi-
shaded border for impact, and
don’t let it dry out — the more
moisture-retentive the soil, the
bigger the flowers. A 9cm pot
costs £14 at Hayloft Plants.

A  W H I T E  A B U N D A N C E 

Garden notes

SEE PAGE 141 FOR PHONE NUMBERS AND WEBSITES

We want this nw...

With 18 Gold medals at
RHS Chelsea Flower Show
under his belt, David JC
Austin, Managing Director
of David Austin Roses, is
a world expert on rose-
growing. Who better to
chat to us about these
fabulous flowers?

How long has your family
been growing roses? My
grandparents were farmers
in Shropshire and my father
(David Austin, who founded
the company) grew up with
a passion for plants. He fell
in love with old roses and
set out to breed varieties
that combined the old-rose
charm and fragrance with
the colour range and
repeat-flowering of modern
roses. His first, ‘Constance
Spry’ (above), was introduced
in 1961 and, by 1969, David
Austin Roses was born.
What do you love about
your job? I get the chance
to visit gardens and
nurseries across the world
and spend time looking at
very beautiful roses.
Tell us about your
favourite new varieties.
‘Roald Dahl’ is an elegant
rose with peach flowers
and a lovely tea fragrance.
‘Imogen’ has softly fragrant
pale lemon-yellow flowers, 

and ‘Bathsheba’, a climber,
has wide, full-petalled
rosette-shaped flowers in
rich apricot-pink.
What’s the perfect rose for
a country garden? A
scented shrub or climber
that flowers for many
months, stays healthy
and, most importantly, is
beautiful. The pink scented
shrub rose ‘Olivia Rose
Austin’ would be my choice.
What do you like to plant
alongside roses? Perennial
geraniums, catmint and
penstemons. Just don’t
grow them directly at the
base of the roses as they’ll
take the lion’s share of water

and nutrients.

A regular soaking... for a 
bountiful harvest

David Austin
Roses, 01902
376300,
davidaustin
roses.co.uk.

16 housetohome.co.uk/countryhomesandinteriors
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We want this nw...
If you have a glut of garden fruit or have been heading

off to pick your own, it’s time to start thinking about
making summer fruit crumbles. This sunny-coloured

handmade dish is perfect for baked puddings and will
go stylishly from oven to table. Baker Medium in
Yellow, H7xW28xD25cm, £112, Mud Australia.

One of the most versatile herbs in the kitchen,

chives will transform your summer cooking.

Toss them into potato salad, sprinkle into mash,

scatter over soup, and fold into omelettes and

scrambled eggs for a zip of mild onion lavour.

You can also add to mayo or use to garnish dips.

When cooking with them, add at the last minute

to maintain the lavour and texture. Chives are

perfect with cheese – everything from souflés

and savoury scones to toasties and tarts. For

a quick sourdough toast topper, mix soft goat’s

cheese with a little natural yogurt, a pinch of

sea salt and a grind of black pepper, then stir

in a handful of chopped chives.

Scatter some snipped chives 

O U R  FAV O U R I T E R O S E WA T E R 

P R O D U C E R

SEE PAGE 141 FOR PHONE NUMBERS AND WEBSITES

V E RY E N G L I S H I C E  C R E A M

In the summer of 2013,
Petals of the Valley was
born when Desdemona
Freeman (below, left) was
inspired to grow roses and
distil them on her clay-rich
farm in the lush hills of
Wales. Joined by her
friend Denise Jones, she
launched the UK’s only
home-produced rosewater
at the Abergavenny Food
Festival two years later.

Tell us about rosewater
as a culinary ingredient…
Rosewater has been a classic
of British cooking for
centuries, and old favourites,
such as rose-petal jam and
rose and violet creams have
seen a revival recently. And
thanks to Yotam Ottolenghi’s
Middle-Eastern inspired
menus, rosewater is now
popular in savoury dishes, too.
What’s so special about
your rosewater? Fragrant
roses grown in the UK have
a unique, fresh scent and this
is captured in our rosewater.
It also tastes delicious helped
by the fact that we batch distil
in the traditional way and
don’t use chemical sprays or
preservatives. There are only
two ingredients: rose petals
(fragrant Rosa x damascena)
and our own spring water. A 

lot of the rosewaters on the
market are just water with a
bit of rose oil added or have
synthetic flavourings.
What’s your favourite
serving suggestion?
Rosewater pavlova with
raspberries and cream. The
secret is to spritz the meringue
with rosewater just before
serving. In savoury dishes,
rosewater goes especially
well with lamb and chicken
in biryanis and tagines.
What about drinks? It’s
fabulous in cocktails, martinis,
Champagne and very
refreshing in sparkling water.
Welsh Rosewater, £19

for 100ml.
Contact
01600
750294,
petalsof
thevalley.
co.uk.

For a sweet taste of summer, you
can’t beat the delicately flavoured

ice cream from the Jolly Nice
Cotswolds farm shop. Available

in seasonal varieties, such as
Gooseberry & Elderflower and
Rhubarb Crumble, there’s also
an ever-changing list of special

editions. Harriet’s Jolly Nice
Gooseberry & Elderflower

ice cream, £5.95 for 500ml. 

Fresh... simple...
subtly  �avoured  

Desdemona Freeman
of Petals of the Valley
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Out & about

We chat to Faith Cranmer,
who runs this Norfolk-
based shop with her
daughter Harriet offering
bespoke furniture and
interiors, including work
by new and local artists.

How would you describe
the shop’s style? It has an
eclectic, individual feel with
a gentle nod to the country
and coast of North Norfolk.
Most of our stock is
bespoke, one-off pieces
and we are champions
of local crafters. Our
furniture is designed and
made by ourselves to suit
our customers’ needs.
What inspired you to open
the shop? I decided to open
Boudicca Design with my
daughter Harriet because
we have always worked in
either art and design or
interiors and we wanted to
combine them to create a
special shop. Our aim was to
sell things that no one else
had – we were tired of seeing
the same old things in every
shop. One very successful
collaboration is with artist
Louise Brown who creates
ceramic sculptures of pets.
What makes your shop
unique? It is special
because we really try to 

Located in the Lake District, this market town

is a great base for a visit to the National Park.

Celebrate Beatrix Potter’s 150th birthday this

month. Visit Armitt museum (armitt.com)

to explore her life through her artwork at the

Image & Reality exhibition. Or head to nearby

Hawkshead for exclusive tours of Potter’s home,

Hill Top (booking essential, nationaltrust.org.uk).

Enjoy a steamer boat trip on Lake Windermere

from Waterhead Pier to Bowness.

Eat at Lake Road Kitchen (lakeroadkitchen.

co.uk), which serves delicious meals featuring

local seasonal and homegrown produce.

Stay at Crow How (crowhow.co.uk), a four-star

guesthouse set in a lovely woodland garden.

The place to go... Ambleside

Boudicca Design

O U R  FAV O U R I T E  S H O P

inspire people. As well as
our beautiful furniture and
interiors, we have created
our own home fragrance
range that we hand-pour in
our Norfolk workshop. To
encourage recycling we
offer a swap service where
you can bring back your
old container in exchange
for a discount on your new
one. Our latest venture is
designing and producing
our own china and fabric –
the process is very exciting
and is pushing us to the
limit! We also offer a
construction, renovation,
furniture commission and
interior design service.
Boudicca Design, 2
Emma’s Court, Burnham
Market, Norfolk PE31
8HD, 01328 738080,
boudiccadesign.co.uk. F
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Head for the Windrush Valley
in Oxfordshire where the
On Form garden sculpture
exhibition takes place at
Asthall Manor (12 June to 10
July, onformsculpture.co.uk).
Dedicated to stone sculpture,
visitors can see more than
200 artworks from established
and emerging artists. 

Loe garden art

LEARN THE ART OF
FURNITURE UPHOLSTERY
Would you like to spruce up an old chair? Visit Great
Chalfield Manor in Wiltshire where @theFarm offers
inspiring upholstery workshops. Learn traditional and
modern methods with an expert artisan in classes with
a maximum number of six. There’s a choice of one- or

two-day workshops,
with the next ones
taking place on 1 and
2 July. The courses
cost £105 (one day)
or £175 (two days),
including lunch and
a discount on Susie
Watson Designs fabrics.
Visit at-the-farm.co.uk.

Lakeside views…
literary connections…

20 housetohome.co.uk/countryhomesandinteriors



DOWNLOAD YOUR DIGITAL EDITION NOW!

The home of modern country  
at your fingertips 

•Available the day the issue goes on sale

•Read it wherever you are

•Archive old issues – the perfect storage solution

•Missed an issue? Simply download a back copy
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The perfect setting
AMANDA MARKHAM AND RODERICK JAMES

CREATED A HIGHLAND ESCAPE THAT MAKES THE

MOST OF THE STUNNING SURROUNDINGS



House ‘The property
seems as if it has been
here forever even though
it was built only recently,’
says Amanda. Keen sailors,
Amanda and her husband
Roderick love being on the
west coast of Scotland as
it provides some of the
best cold-water sailing
areas in the world.»

housetohome.co.uk/countryhomesandinteriors 23

ARGYLL  OAK FRAME



Verandah Two covered
decks make the most of
the wonderful views.
Cushions, Ian Mankin.
Mugs, The Conran Shop. 

Hallway The
couple’s sailing
gear is always
ready to go.

Whatwe lovemost
about living here…

‘The secluded

setting. We have

planted a vineyard

behind the house

and, who knows,

we might make

our own wine  

one day’

ARGYLL  OAK FRAME
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Kitchen (Also opposite)
The open-plan area is the
heart of the home. Colour and
accessories help to create an
informal feel. The decoy ducks
were made by Roderick. Units,
AA MacDonald Joinery and
Building. Walls, painted in
Calico by Dulux. Fruit bowl,

Maureen Minchin Pottery. »



Living area The integrated
conservatory fills the house
with light. Coffee table,
HA Smith & Son. Woodburner,
Clearview Stoves. Sofa
fabric, Ian Mankin. Rug,
Catriona Stewart.    



Markham and her husband Roderick James love

houses and designing them. This is hardly surprising given their

careers as an interior designer and architect, respectively. But

what surprised the couple – as they travelled hundreds of miles

north for work – was how much they fell in love with this remote

corner of Scotland and how quickly they were able to call it home.

A chance commission first brought the pair to the hamlet

overlooking the Isle of Mull. ‘Roderick was asked to design a house

for the former owner of the Drimnin Estate so we came up to do

a recce and completely fell in love with the area,’ says Amanda. 

As luck would have it, their client had retained a waterside

section of the estate he once owned. ‘Since we had designed a new

retirement bolt-hole for them, they no longer needed the plot and

sold it to us. We couldn’t believe our luck,’ Amanda says.

Amanda and Roderick initially built a small house on the plot

and then travelled up on the sleeper train to spend weekends

and holidays here. However, it soon became clear that they were

going to be spending far more time here than in Totnes, where

Roderick’s architectural practice was based. ‘Family and friends

loved it here, and were coming to stay for longer and longer

periods,’ says Amanda. ‘The house just wasn’t big enough so

we decided to build a larger home on the upper part of the plot.

The original house is now extra accommodation for our guests.’

The new house was built using the oak framing approach for

which Roderick’s practice has become well known. What sets this

house apart is the fact that it is built as a model that can be easily

extended. Called the ‘Evolution House’, it’s based around a central

core, which allows for extensions to suit the owners’ needs.

‘We designed this house to provide a large open studio work

space for both of us, together with three bedrooms for the family,’

Amanda says. The house is open plan, with the bedrooms leading

off the living room. There are no corridors and, therefore, no

space is wasted. A partial glass roof creates a sunny daylight

‘conservatory’, which is part of the living room, and a woodburning

stove provides a cosy corner when needed. The two verandahs are

perfect for breakfast or drinks, and each commands lovely views

over the south lawns and down the Sound of Mull to Salen.

The understated style of the house is complemented by Amanda’s

decoration and her choice of accessories. ‘Most of the furniture came

from both of our previous houses, which created a familiar, rather

casual feel,’ she says. ‘I’ve enjoyed the subtlety of combining beach-

house style with antique furniture.’ Everything has been carefully

thought out but feels quite natural. ‘We love others to experience

the house, too, so it’s now available on Airbnb,’ says Amanda.

Though this is now their main home, Amanda and Roderick

commute between here and their barge on the Thames in London.

‘Living here couldn’t be more different,’ says Amanda. ‘The two

homes are a world apart but wonderfully complementary.’ »

Owners Amanda Markham, an
interior designer, and her architect

husband, Roderick James. They
moved here in 2011. Between
them they have five grown-up

sons and six grandchildren.

House Open-plan, green oak
frame house designed by Roderick.

It has three bedrooms and
includes in its grounds a

150-year-old private pier.

A T  H O M E W I T H . . .
*

Amanda

ARGYLL  OAK FRAME
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Amanda and
Roderick are

regular visitors to
nearby Tobermory

with its brightly
coloured houses.

SEE PAGE 141 FOR PHONE NUMBERS AND WEBSITES

Studio The upper storey
provides space for the Scottish
office of Roderick’s practice.
Desk lamp, similar from Loaf.

Whatmakes this
house a home…

‘The atmosphere

is always so cosy,

and we love the

natural setting’

Hallway Kelims provide
colour and contrast. Kelims,

similar from The Nomads Tent. 

En suite bathroom
A canvas by Christine
Jones acts as a focal point.
Mosaic tiles, Fired Earth. 

ARGYLL  OAK FRAME
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*

Visit… ‘Tobermory (tobermory.
co.uk) on the Isle of Mull. It’s fun to
visit, and we enjoy going there to

stock up on food and other
essentials, and to eat at Café Fish

(01688 301253, thecafefish.com).’

Shop at… ‘Ardalanish Farm
& Weavers (01681 700 265,

ardalanish.com) on the Isle of Mull
for beautiful traditional woven
products. There are also lots of
quality independent shops in

Tobermory.‘

Go for ameal at… ‘The
Whitehouse restaurant (01967

421777, thewhitehouserestaurant.
co.uk) in Lochaline. We’re very

lucky to have somewhere like this
so close by – it’s outstanding.’

ON OUR
D OOR S T E P. . .

Main bedroom The
simple cream and blue
colour scheme creates a
restful feel. Travel trunk,
similar from Scaramanga.
Bedspread, The White
Company. Blue throw,

The Conran Shop.»
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For more ideas go to
housetohome.co.uk/
countryhomesandinteriors

Modern
Country
Classic

Tread the boards with utmost
confidence – there’s a wood paint
finish to suit every country home.

Need to know…
Whether you’re laying new boards
or lifting a carpet to reveal originals,
the correct finish will provide your
wood floor with a protective barrier.
A coat of lye followed by wood soap

gives the classic limed look, but
transparent wood wax finishes in

translucent white, grey or any colour
that still shows the grain are easier to
apply. Complete with a hard-wearing

floor wax or oil. These are not as
tough as varnish, but they give a

rustic effect with the bonus that they
can be easily repaired.

Where to buy…
•Auro for lye and wood soap finishes.

•Liberon for floor wax and oil.
•Osmo for transparent wax finishes.

Wood floor finishesGather round. Arundel oak coffee table,
H45xW140xD75cm, £600, Neptune.

Bespoke rug, 150x200cm, from £1,900,  
Catriona Stewart. 

Be natural. Angus Stripe flax cushion,
50cm sq, £55, Ian Mankin. Two-tone round

wicker rattan log basket, H35x37cm
diameter, £37.50, The Basket Company.

WOOD PAINT:
SHADES OF WHITE

ROOM IDEAS

Amanda’s
living
room 

Be inspied by

1 China Clay; 2 Cornish Cream;
3 Snow, all £36.99 for 2.5L Royal Interior

Wood Finish, Protek.

F I N D  T H E  P E R F E C T

Cosy up on tartan. Kendal Grande sofa in Highland Check,
col Seaspray, H94xW222xD99cm, £2,100, Laura Ashley.

2

3

1
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Mellow modern
BY MIXING OLD AND NEW, SUE PULLIN HAS CREATED

A RELAXING HAVEN IN AN IDYLLIC LOCATION



CORNISH  NEW-BU ILD

Kitchen The open-plan space is

anchored by a statement dining table

with low-level lighting over it. Table,

Benchmark. Pendant lights, Foscarini.

Lighting design, Millard & Flo. » 
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CORNISH  NEW-BU ILD

from a 16th-century barn to a new open-plan

house could have been a shock to the system, but Sue and

Rich Pullin have made the switch look effortless. Their

new-build home just outside Port Isaac in North Cornwall

(where TV’s Doc Martin is filmed) might be clean-lined and

minimal with huge amounts of glazing, but it still fits

snugly into its tucked-away, rural setting. And, with its mix

of whites and wood, antiques and modern furniture, it is as

warm and cosy, calm and welcoming as anyone could wish.

‘We were really fond of the barn we had in Essex,’ says

Sue, a ceramic artist, ‘but the birth of our first grandchild,

Chloe, three years ago, was the catalyst for our move to

Cornwall, though we had owned a holiday home in Port

Isaac for many years.

‘From the first viewing, we loved this house and had

agreed to buy it before we had even seen upstairs. It’s built

on an oak frame and has many of the same design features

that our barn had, but in a modern context. It’s full of light

and has beautiful views over the fields towards the sea.’

Sue and Rich spent two months adapting the house to

suit their lifestyle, supervising most of the build from their

former home 300 miles away. ‘We converted a downstairs

media room/bedroom into a large hall, replicating a feature

of the barn that we had really appreciated,’ says Sue. ‘One » 

Dining area
Floor-to-ceiling
glass doors open
out to the garden.
Ceramics, from
a selection, Kiln.
Chairs, similar
from Made. 

House In less
than 10 years the
timber cladding
has faded to a
silvery grey that
blends beautifully
into the landscape.

Owners Ceramic artist
Sue Pullin and her husband,

Rich, co-own Kiln in
Port Isaac, a studio shop
that sells Sue’s designs,

plus homewares and gifts.
They have two grown-up

children, Tom and Flo.

House Four-bedroom
oak-framed house, built
in 2007, standing on the

hills above the North
Cornish coast.

AT HOME
W I TH . . .

Moving
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Whatmakes this house a home…
‘Although the style is modern, the oak frame gives 

it warmth and character’
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Whatwe lovemost about living here…
‘The open-plan downstairs area is full of light,

which makes the house such an uplifting place to live’

36 housetohome.co.uk/countryhomesandinteriors



CORNISH  NEW-BU ILD

of the best things we did was to commission a massive oak

front door, which works brilliantly.’

They also revamped the utility room, installed a wood

burner, changed some of the windows so they had larger,

single panes, and painted the exterior woodwork.

Indoors, Sue and Rich asked their daughter, Flo, and her

husband, Chris, whose company Millard & Flo specialises in

lighting and interior design, to revamp the lighting scheme.

‘We wanted it to be brighter everywhere, and we had to

have all the ceilings taken down but it has completely

transformed the look of the space,’ says Sue.

On the walls, the couple used white paint throughout,

which contrasts with the warm, golden tones of the oak

beams and floors. ‘It’s our signature style – we always

go for clean lines, white with a little black and pink thrown

in, and natural wood, with a bit of Scandinavian style and 

a mix of old and new,’ says Sue.

‘We brought down some of our antiques from the barn,

and put them together with new pieces such as the dining

table and the sofas, which I had re-covered in white fabric.

Then we added colour with paintings and soft furnishings.’

Having settled into their new home, Sue began looking for

a studio where she could work. When they heard that the

owners of a Grade II-listed tearoom in the centre of Port » 

Living area
The galleried
landing allows light
to flow through
from the first floor 
(far left), while
furniture and
fabrics in white
and neutral shades
create a feeling of
calm. Sofas, Sofa
Workshop. Stools,
Acorn Antique
Interiors. Cushions,
Tori Murphy.
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CORNISH  NEW-BU ILD

ON OUR
D OOR S T E P. . .

Visit… ‘Lanhydrock (01208
265950, nationaltrust.org.uk/
lanhydrock), a National Trust

property just outside Bodmin.
The grounds are very

beautiful and the kitchens
absolutely amazing.’

Shopat… ‘Trevathan Farm
Shop (01208 880164,

trevathanfarm.com), near Port
Isaac, for a great range of

seasonal fruit and vegetables
and all kinds of locally

sourced food. It’s brilliant.’

Goforamealat… ‘Outlaw’s
Fish Kitchen (01208 881183,
outlaws.co.uk/fishkitchen) in
Port Isaac, which serves local,

simple food that you could
never reproduce at home. The

fish tapas is fresh, delicious
and different.’

Isaac – walking distance from the house – were selling

up, Rich suggested that it would be a great purchase.

‘Then we realised that it could serve as my studio and

a shop, too, and like mad fools we went for it,’ says Sue. 

‘We have worked together and it’s been full-on, but 

amazing fun and really successful.’

Life in Cornwall is a world away from Sue’s previous

life, not least because the seasons seem more pronounced.

Summers are frantically busy and winters, slower.

‘There’s not much time to relax in the summer, but when

we get some time off, we enjoy eating out in the fantastic

local restaurants,’ says Sue. ‘We also love just being in the

house, with the Aga, the woodburner, the amazing views

and, of course, the cows in the field next door that walk

past regularly and gaze in. Rich is a keen fisherman and

has a boat moored locally – he goes out whenever he can.

And we’re working on our plans to extend the dining area,

revamp the bathrooms and carry on with our makeover

of the gardens. But, of course, everything takes second

place to spending precious time with our granddaughter.’

�Kiln, 3 Middle Street, Port Isaac, Cornwall PL29 3RH,

01208 880578, kilnstudio.com.

Bedroom Using
white on white with
touches of pink
keeps the look
clean and fresh.
Cushions, Tori
Murphy. Bedlinen,
similar from The
White Company.

Bathroom
Mosaic tiles
provide a neat
splashback to a
vanity unit with oak
top, which came
with the house.
Tiles, similar from
Topps Tiles. Mirror,

similar from Brissi.
Glass jars, similar
from TK Maxx.

SEE PAGE 141 FOR PHONE NUMBERS AND WEBSITES
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For more ideas go to
housetohome.co.uk/
countryhomesandinteriors

Modern
Country
Classic

Open up the back of the house for
light, air and views of the garden.  

Need to know…
Gorgeous bifold doors that

concertina to one side can open
inwards or outwards but bear in

mind that outward-opening ones
won’t encroach on the furniture
inside. Although a seamless join

between indoor and outdoor levels
is possible, a step change will make
weatherproofing easier. Aluminium

frames can be powder-coated in
any colour; timber is naturally

beautiful, while composite doors
in timber and metal offer the 

best of both worlds.

Where to buy…
•Jeld-Wen for solid oak doors.

•Klöeber for engineered
timber doors.

•Sunflex for aluminium, timber 
and composite doors.

Bifold doors

WOOD-EFFECT FLOOR

Sue’s
kitchen

diner 

Be inspied by

1 Chalked Pine, £70 sq m; 2 Eden Oak,
£37.50 sq m; 3 White Wash Wood,  

£70 sq m, all Amtico.

2 3

1

F I N D  T H E  P E R F E C T

Add spots with a classic design. Urano
jug, col Spotty Grey, H29cm, £59.95, Kiln.

Bring in natural elements. Baroque
board, 55.5x25cm, £34.99, T&G

Woodware. Vardagen jar, 1.9L, £3, Ikea. 

ROOM IDEAS

Drop in elegant silhouettes.
Big Cornet Tse & Tse suspension
lamps, H26x26cm diameter,

£199 each, Pad Lifestyle.

Choose streamlined shapes. Croft
Collection Glendale table, H75x
W180xD90cm, £999, John Lewis.
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French chic
JO STOKES’ RENOVATION OF A DERELICT FARMHOUSE HAS

CREATED A HOME WITH MORE THAN A HINT OF GALLIC STYLE



House The 400-year-old
red-brick farmhouse is set
in picturesque Staffordshire
countryside. Windows,

painted in Old White;
doors, painted in Pigeon, 
both Farrow & Ball.»

STAFFORDSHIRE  HOUSE
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people would be brave enough to buy a house that

was derelict – especially one that had a tree growing in

the middle of it – and then endeavour to transform it into

their dream home. But Jo Stokes had a vision and a builder 

– Graham – for a husband.

At the time, Jo, Graham and their daughters, Charlotte

and Harriette, were living in a converted barn in a nearby

village. ‘We wanted something bigger with land,’ says Jo.

A friend told them about a farmhouse that was up for sale

through auction. ‘Graham snuck into the grounds to take a

look! The farmhouse hadn’t been lived in for 40 years. The

lady who had lived there before that had only inhabited the

dining room, so the rest of the house hadn’t been lived in

for 50 or 60 years. Everything was unloved, but there was

plenty of land and we could see the potential.’

Jo and Graham realised that the house would need a huge

amount of work, but they weren’t afraid to take on a big

project. They lived in a caravan on site for two years while

the work was done as Graham could only work on the

house in the evenings and at weekends. It had to be gutted

as it was in such a state. The bedrooms upstairs were home

to local wildlife and the staircase had collapsed.

‘The interior of the house was exposed to the elements

and was dangerous so we had to be careful walking » 

Owners Jo Stokes, owner
of interiors shop JoJo’s

Interiors, and her husband
Graham, a builder. They
live here with daughters

Charlotte, 22, and
Harriette, 18, plus Jack

Russell Tiny, Shetland pony
Marley and Polly the horse.

HouseA 400-year-old
Grade II-listed farmhouse
with six bedrooms. They

moved in in 2002.

AT HOME
W I TH . . .

Few

STAFFORDSHIRE  HOUSE

Living room
The neutral palette
is punctuated with
pale pink and
heather accents.
Wallpaper, rug,
Laura Ashley.
Sofas, Sofa Gallery.
Cupboard, made
by a local carpenter.
Mirror, chair,
JoJo’s Interiors. 
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Whatmakes this house a home…
‘It’s full of people all the time and that

makes it a very warm, sociable space’

Kitchen The vaulted
ceiling allowed Jo to add
a statement chandelier.
The flooring is Indian
slate. Chandelier, clock,
JoJo’s Interiors. Table
and chairs, similar from
Farmhouse Table Company.
Painted in Country Grey  
by Annie Sloan.  



around it. In fact, Graham had to pin parts of it up with

scaffolding to make sure it was safe.’

As well as a new roof, the house was rewired and heating

and plumbing installed. New windows were handmade by

Graham’s father. ‘All the family would come and help,’ says

Jo. ‘Until the staircase was made, we used ladders to get

upstairs.’ Even when they moved in after two years, work

continued, including adding a kitchen and bathrooms.

When it eventually came to the interiors, Jo knew the

look she wanted. ‘I love France and wanted the style of the

interior to be French,’ she says. ‘I like neutral colours as

they allow rooms to flow, and with a neutral scheme you

can easily change the cushions and curtains to freshen

things.’ Jo also has a passion for painted furniture. ‘I’ve

bought things from France, charity shops and car-boot sales,

then painted them using Annie Sloan paint – you don’t need

to do any preparation, which is great as I’m always busy!’

Painting furniture inspired Jo to set up her own shop.

‘I love painting and have painted most of the furniture in

my house, so a couple of years ago I opened JoJo’s Interiors

selling homewares and Annie Sloan paint, and running

courses that teach people how to paint.’

All the hard work on the house has certainly paid off.

‘It’s lovely here. You can hear the birds singing and it’s

fantastic to see the sheep and cattle. The place is idyllic.’

JoJo’s Interiors, Stone Cross, Penkridge, Staffordshire 

ST19 5AS, 01785 711101, jojosinteriors.co.uk. » 

STAFFORDSHIRE  HOUSE
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ON OUR
D OOR S T E P. . .

Visit… ‘Sandon Hall
(01889 508004, sandon
hall.co.uk) – a stunning

stately home in Stafford.
Also, The Shugborough
Estate (0845 459 8900,

nationaltrust.org.uk) near
Stafford is a beautiful

Georgian mansion house
with walled gardens.’

Shopat… ‘Jaspers village
bakery (01785 715535) in

Penkridge. They make a
range of delicious cakes

on the premises.’

Goforamealat… ‘The
Red Lion (01785 780297,
redlionbradley.co.uk) in
the village of Bradley for
first-class, gourmet food.’ 

Hallway A soft
grey damask
wallpaper and
a painted clock
create a soothing
scheme.Wallpaper,

Laura Ashley.
Clock, similar from
JoJo’s Interiors.

Guest bedroom
Jo has created
a pretty room
for visitors under
the eaves. The
chaise longue is an
antique find. Bed,
Seventh Heaven.
Cushions, JoJo’s
Interiors and Next. 

SEE PAGE 141 FOR PHONE NUMBERS AND WEBSITES44 housetohome.co.uk/countryhomesandinteriors



What I lovemost about living here…
‘I love France and am delighted with the relaxed French style

that has evolved naturally as I got a feel for our home’

Main bedroom The

pièce de résistance is the

elegant antique French

bed. The dressing table

was made by a local

carpenter. Quilt, bedlinen,
Dorma. Wallpaper, rug,
Laura Ashley. Table, mirror,
JoJo’s Interiors. Curtain
fabric, Terry’s Fabrics. 
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For more ideas go to
housetohome.co.uk/
countryhomesandinteriors

Modern
Country
Classic

Delicate blooms strewn across the
floor will bring colour and life

to a country home.

Need to know…
These charming flat-woven rugs take
their name from Aubusson in central
France, where tapestries and carpets
were once woven by hand, often for
royal palaces. Aubussons were crafted
with oriental motifs and architectural
designs, while pile carpets were made,
too, but it is the classic florals that we
still love today. For a contemporary

twist, consider Vivienne Westwood’s
Aubussons in tartan and Paul Smith’s

traditional pattern playfully edged
in hot pink and acid yellow. 

Where to buy…
•London House for a classic range.

•Rugs of the World for a good
selection of single-colour patterns.
•The Rug Company for Paul Smith
and Vivienne Westwood versions.

Aubusson rug
Use decorative lighting. Futur two-light

candle wall light, £33.60, Wayfair.

Love luxe fabrics. Ornate beaded
cushion, 43cm sq, £14, Next. Nigella velvet

bolster, W45cm, £40, Laura Ashley.

Pick a dream bed. Provencal Sassy bed,
H156xW170xD210cm, £999,

The French Bedroom Company.

CLASSIC WALLPAPER

ROOM IDEAS

Jo’s
elegant

bedroom

Be inspied by

1 Sanderson Archway Toile, £70 a roll; 2 Jane
Churchill Bruton Damask, £48 a roll; 3 GP&J

Baker Willow Fern, £85 a roll, all John Lewis.

2 3

1

F I N D  T H E  P E R F E C T

Add chic accessories. Sanderson Pyramus
quilt, 265x260cm, £250, Bedeck. Birkdale
jug, £27.25, One World Trading Company.
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Lazy, hazy days
LOUISE AND NIGEL JOHNSON REVIVED AN OLD FARMHOUSE

TO CREATE A DREAM HOME WITH BUCOLIC OUTDOOR SPACES



Garden (Opposite) Close to
the kitchen is the perfect spot
for eating outdoors. (This page)
Bespoke oak doors, made by
a local joiner to fit the gothic
arch, open onto the side
garden. Cushion, Bluebellgray.
Garden furniture, Burford Garden
Company. Boots, Barbour.»  

OXFORDSHIRE  FARMHOUSE
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though it had been a cherished family home and

working farm for five generations, the house Louise and

Nigel Johnson now call home had not been lived in for

seven years and was ‘rather sad’ when they first saw it.

Still, they knew and loved the area and were looking for

more space for their growing family and a larger plot

for Louise to create the garden she’d always dreamed of.

The house stands on the site of what had once been

a medieval monastery, and the couple were instantly

taken by its charm. The monastery had been pulled down

in the 16th century, but the original gothic entrance

was retained when a new property was built on the site.

Over the centuries, other elements were added, which

contributed to the eclectic feel the house now has.

It was this rich history that Louise and Nigel drew

upon when they set about turning the house into their

family home, uncovering and restoring architectural

features rather than changing them. Before they could

start, however, complete rewiring, re-plumbing and new

floorboards were needed throughout.

‘We opened blocked-up windows and repaired the stone

mullions and glass,’ says Louise. ‘Plus, we needed all

new bathrooms and a kitchen.’ The couple also added,

as part of the renovations, a stunning oak garden room.

When decorating, they kept the palette simple, playing » 

Owners Louise and Nigel
Johnson, who own Burford

Garden Company. They moved
here in 2002 and share their
home with Labrador Ruby,

Staffordshire Bull Terrier-cross
Bowie and cats Pippin and

Cash. They have three
grown-up children, Samuel,

Tom and Eleanor.

House A five-bedroom,
18th-century Grade II-listed
farmhouse with two acres.

A T  H O M E  W I T H . . .

Even House The
mellow Cotswold
stone farmhouse
glows in the
summer sunshine.
Planters, Burford
Garden Company.

Kitchen A palette
of pastel shades
gives a soft yet
modern look to
the beamed room.
Walls, painted in
Pointing; central
island, painted in
Pale Powder, both
by Farrow & Ball.
Pendants, Terre
d’Hautaniboul. 
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Drawing room
Evidence of Louise and
Nigel’s travels can be seen
throughout the house.
The rug in this welcoming
room came from Turkey.
Walls, painted in Pointing
by Farrow & Ball. Sofa,
similar from Sofas & Stuff.

Whatwe lovemost about living here…
‘That it’s within a great village yet backs on to lovely

Cotswold countryside. It truly is the best of both worlds’

OXFORDSHIRE  FARMHOUSE



Living room This cosy
space across from the
kitchen has a modern
feel and is where the
family like to gather. The
painting is by daughter
Eleanor. Lights, similar
from Burford Garden
Company. Rug, Heal’s. 

Drawing room
When not in use,
the original stone
fireplace is filled
decoratively with
logs. Poppies
painting,

Rupert Aker. 

Bedroom Distressed
pieces echo the rustic
beams. Bedside table,

Alfies Antique Market.
Cushion, Bluebellgray.
Quilt, La Redoute.

Bathroom A claw-foot
bath and pedestal basin
with console legs add
charm. The vintage mirror
came from France. Basin,

bath, Bathroom City.
Floor tiles, Fired Earth.

Whatmakes this house a home…
‘Open fireplaces, soft Cotswold
stone and the way the house

comes alive in summer’



to the strength and beauty of the Cotswold stone, wooden

floors and stunning features. Louise drew her inspiration

from various sources: the surrounding countryside and

from her extensive travels, for family holidays as well

as for buying trips seeking out artisan products for

Burford Garden Company, which she runs with Nigel.

‘We’ve used rugs and textiles from India, Turkey and

Scotland, and I love France for its great style,’ she says. 

As an art historian, Nigel is a great collector of

vintage pieces, which sit comfortably in the house, and

his eye for architectural detail is impressive. ‘It really

makes a difference – some pieces look like they have

been here for hundreds of years,’ says Louise.

The large garden is a real joy for Louise. She has

created a series of spaces, including a wildlife pond, a

kitchen garden and a contemplative circle of hornbeam;

all from the rough wilderness that had surrounded the

house. There are also plans for a flower meadow.

This is the 13th house that Louise and Nigel have

renovated, and perhaps the most satisfying, drawing

to them all that is special in their lives. ‘We live in

a unique part of the world and it informs how we run

the business and incorporate our shared interests into

our home,’ Louise says. ‘So art, literature, food and

gardens are entwined in both. I like a relaxed, easy

home – and that is what we have made here.’ »

Walled garden
Louise cuts flowers
from the abundant
borders in her
pretty walled
garden to make
arrangements
for the house.

*

Visit… ‘Kelmscott Manor (01367
252486, sal.org.uk/kelmscott-

manor) in Kelmscott. Dating from
1570, it was the Cotswold retreat

of William Morris, father of the Arts
and Crafts movement. Burford town

itself (burfordtown.com) is also
wonderful to visit. It’s known as the
southern gateway to the Cotswolds.’

Shopat… ‘The Stone Gallery
(01993 823302, stonegallery.co.uk)
in Burford, a jeweller and art gallery,

where Simon Marshall, his wife,
Veral, and son, Tom, all craft their

own original designs. We also love
the Madhatter Bookshop (01993
822539, madhatterbooks.co.uk).’

Goforamealat…
‘The Five Alls (01367 860875,

thefiveallsfilkins.co.uk) in Filkins,
where Lana and Sebastian Snow
serve delicious traditional pub

food with great beer and service
in a gorgeous stone hostelry.’

ON OUR
D OOR S T E P. . .

SEE PAGE 141 FOR PHONE NUMBERS AND WEBSITES
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For more ideas go to
housetohome.co.uk/
countryhomesandinteriors

Modern
Country
Classic

Create a timeless boundary that
enhances your outdoor space.

Need to know…
There’s a beauty in using local
materials that tie in with the
landscape. Dry stone walls, a

particular feature of the Cotswolds,
northern England and Scotland, let
water drain away but walls built with
mortared joints will need coping
stones on the top to protect them.
Alternatives for a rustic look are
stone wall cladding, in individual
pieces or panels, or reconstituted
stone blocks, which don’t always

require mortar.

Where to buy…
•Marshalls for real and reconstituted

stone blocks.
•Real Stone Cladding for individual

stones and panel systems.
•Contact Dry Stone Walling

Association (DSWA) for local courses.

Garden walls
Love tactile accessories. Amboise wine
glass, £32.25 for 6, Limes & Vines. Teis

linen tablecloth, 250x160cm, £49, Urbanara. 

DECORATIVE GRAVEL

ROOM IDEAS

Louise’s
dining
terrace

Be inspied by

F I N D  T H E  P E R F E C T

Pick painterly florals. Taransay cushion,
45x61cm, £80, Bluebellgray.

1 Cotswold Chippings; 2 Manilla Cream;
3 York Grey, all £3.99 for 20kg, Deco-Pak.

2 3

1

Go for a vintage theme. Joules Floral side
plate, £8.95, Waitrose Kitchen. Vintage
Ivory cutlery, £5.50 a piece, John Lewis.

Invest in classic outdoor furniture.
Verdigris metal garden table and 6 chairs,

£3,400, Burford Garden Company.
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Now is the time to take a tutti-frutti

view on life and fill your country

home and garden with juicy fruit

shades. Pick berry reds and leafy

greens and blend with vibrant

sundowner yellow-orange hues.

Feature alongside textural rattan 

and cooling metal pieces for 

summerlicious decor. 



Draw the eye from door to floor with
a floaty leaf-motif curtain and a lattice-
design washable rug. For an extra hit of

colour, paint tongue-and-groove panelling
to head height. See page 68 for details.» 

SEASONAL  LOOKS



Mix and match vibrant
tableware to add snazzy

summer looks to a table in a
trice. See page 68 for details.
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Fill a conservatory with leafy
plants, pretty flowers and

potted citrus trees to suggest
an orangery in bloom and

introduce soft colour. Textural
rattan chairs for lazy afternoons
will enhance the back-to-nature
feel. See page 68 for details.»



Keep colour lively from
room to room and

decorate walls with
a zingy stipple-effect
wallpaper lined with

artfully arranged prints
and plates. See page 68

for details.



Choose a dazzling blood-orange
butcher’s block to take centre

stage in the kitchen. Citrus-hued
kettles, pans and ceramics on white
shelves help to make the block feel
at home! See page 68 for details.»
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Jazz up garden entertaining areas with
a snazzy striped canopy. Scatter fruity

shaded cushions in stripes and soft
graphics on classic rattan outdoor
seating. See page 68 for details. 

SEASONAL  LOOKS
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Go ‘all out’ for a fun and funky feel
with deckchairs, cushions, bags

and mats featuring happy stripes
and geometric designs.

See page 68 for details.»
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Add plain and patterned colour blocks
to a bed with an upholstered headboard

and co-ordinating cushions. Graceful
florals in organic designs will ensure an

up-tempo feel. See page 68 for details.»
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(Opener) Butler’s tray, £80, Garden Trading. Lining fabric,
Plains Nine, col Moss, £21 m, Scion. Stoneware pot; scissors;
string; threads, all from a selection, Briggs & Oliver. Yellow
string, £1.50, Re. Folded fabrics, Arley Stripe, J871F-07, col
Red, £32 m; Layla, col Orange, £35 m, both Jane Churchill.

DRESSTHEBACKDOOR Curtain, Inglewood, col
Red/Green, £69 m, Jane Churchill. Lower walls, painted in
Churlish Green, £55 for 2.5L, Farrow & Ball. Indu bench,
col Red, £250, Habitat. Cushions (from back): 1 Aztec, col
Orange, £23, Bohemia. 2 Anoushka, col Yellow, £59 m, Jane
Churchill. 3 Natural stripe, similar from Ian Mankin. 4 Amira,
col Red, £32 m, Jane Churchill. Vintage suitcase, similar from

Ebay. Picnic basket, £42; door mat, £10, both Garden Trading.
Samode rug, £162, Dash & Albert. Hooks, similar from Graham
& Green. Coat, £79.95, Joules. Hemp hat, £35, Honor Beach.
Bag, col Mustard, £36, Seasalt. Le Tote bag, £69, Dash & Albert.
Posy scarf, £45, Collier Campbell. Hurricane lamp, similar from
Ebay. Table, similar from Pale & Interesting. Coffee pot, similar
from Decorative Country Living. Tumbler, £29.94, English
Antique Glass. Apple crate; cricket bat; books, all similar
from Briggs & Oliver. Basket, £29, Olli Ella. Towels, £24 each,
Bohemia. Yellow wellies, £49, Hunter. Orange wellies, £36.95,
Joules. Espadrilles, £12, The Stripes Company. Rattan
armchair, £150, Habitat. Cushion, col Pink/Coral, £35 m,
Volga Linen. Hat; plimsolls, both stylist’s own. 

COLOUR CODEYOURCROCKERY Garden jug,
£18, Collier Campbell. Sweet Nostalgia Floral canisters (lids
removed), £8 (small); £10 (large); plate (top of pile), £7, all
BHS. Amber tumblers, £29.94 each, English Antique Glass.
Platter, £20, Bohemia. Virginia Casa Lastra side plates, £77
for 6; Fili bowls, £62 for 4; Virginia Casa ice cream dish, col
Lime, £22, all Kensington Design. Vintage silver forks, from a
selection, Briggs & Oliver. Tablecloth, Linhope Stripe, £32 m,
Jane Churchill. Kelso runner, £11.20; Kelso napkins, £16 for
4, all John Lewis. Red bistro Parc chair, £30, Habitat.

ADDWOWTOWALLS Wallpaper, Tocca, col Paprika,
£37 a roll, Scion. Paintings (on wall), Roses in Copper Pot,
£35; Flame-Coloured Nasturtiums, £45; (on books),
Nasturtiums in Crystal Vase, £65, all Vintage Flower Paintings.
Sweet Nostalgia Floral plates, £7 each, BHS. Concertina
lamp, similar from Etsy. Chest, similar from Ebay; painted in
Dijon, £15 for 1L, Everlong. (On chest) Stoneware pot and
jugs; vintage scissors; camera; books, all from a selection,
Briggs & Oliver. Orange Oliver ceramic milk bottle, £12, House
of Fraser. Connor mug, col Red, £8, Habitat. Clockhouse stool,
£95, Garden Trading. Hat, £35; Paisley kaftan, col Neon Green/
White, £80, both Honor Beach. Red stripe seat cushion, £19,
Scandi Living. Wire basket, £65 for 2, Loaf. Chevron rug, col
Marigold, £1,275, Jennifer Manners. Dipped basket, £50 for 2;
yellow quilted throw, £80, both House of Fraser.

GOFORAKITCHENSTATEMENTPIECE The
Cook’s Companion butcher’s block, £1,600, Sophie Conran 

BRIGHTENUPDECKSANDPATIOS Awning,
Alda Stripe, J876F-07, £32 m; edging, Ava, J861F-21, £32 m,
both Jane Churchill. Door curtain, as before. New Hampshire
rattan sofa, £845, Oka. Rattan armchair, as before; Bowen
rattan ottoman, £195, both Habitat. Postino side table (just
seen), £165, Loaf. Rattan basket, £60, Garden Trading. (On
table) White Iffley jug, £25, Habitat. Cushions (on sofa, from
left): 1 Arley Stripe, col Red, as before. 2 Trimaran Stripe, col
Sprout, £46, Dash & Albert. 3 Linen, col Pink/Coral, £35 m,
Volga Linen. Yellow dot and hexagonal Pappelina throw,
£130, Scandi Living. Ottoman cover (as tablecloth), Arley
Stripe, as before. (On ottoman) Butler’s tray (top), as before.
Green melamine plates, £24 for 4, Oka. Stoneware pot, as
before. Recycled tumblers, £26.50 for 4, Garden Trading.
Duralex glass bowl, £10, Pale & Interesting. Green carafe
(as vase), £21.95, Wild & Wolf. (On floor) Circular Pavan
multi-coloured rug, £120, Habitat. Trimaran outdoor cushion,

HIGHLIGHTAHEADBOARD Shallow button
headboard, £410, The Dormy House. Covered in Speckle,
col Sunset, £48 m, Harlequin. Bead necklaces with neon
tassles, £20, each, Honor Beach. Numbered metal chest,
£579, BHS. (On chest) Vintage clock, similar from Briggs &
Oliver. Glass, similar from John Lewis. Penelope lamp, col
Quince, £45, John Lewis. Pappelina runner, as before. Fresh
Impressionist painting, £145, Vintage Flower Paintings. White
linen bedlinen, £275 a kingsize set, Loaf. Sweet Nostalgia
yellow pillowcases (part of a set), £35 for a kingsize set,  

Pages 62-63

Pages 64-65

Page 67

Pages 58-59

Pages 60-61
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BHS. Cushions (from back left): 1 (& 3) Ava, col Coral, £32 m,
Jane Churchill. 2 Rabanna, L190, £96 m, Fermoie. 4 Arley
Stripe, col Orange, £32 m; 5 Patino, col Red, £62 m, both
Jane Churchill. Christina cotton throw, col Light Red (reverse
shown), £82, Ville & Campagne. Yellow throw, £100, House
of Fraser. Secret Garden notebook, £9, Collier Campbell.
(On floor) Dipped baskets, £45 for 2, House of Fraser. Guest
towels, as before. Diamonds cushion, col Paprika, £20,
John Lewis. (On window ledge) Bottle; thread; vintage
books, all Briggs & Oliver. Pebble, stylist’s own. 

col Tangerine/White, £67, Dash & Albert. Gingham cushion,
Upwick, col Mustard, £78 m, Cloth & Clover. Book; string,
both from a selection, Briggs & Oliver. Espadrilles, as before.
Pink guest towel, £12, Ville & Campagne. Beldi basket, as
before. Vintage Roberts radio; hat, both stylist’s own.

LOVETOLOUNGE Shot Put deckchairs, £95 each,
The Stripes Company. Cushions (as headrest and in basket),
Slamball, £13 m, both The Stripes Company. Pappelina
outdoor runners, £97, both Scandi Living. Le Tote bag, col
Fiesta Stripe, £105, Dash & Albert. Pink and white cover up,
£75, Honor Beach. Honeycomb towel, £15, Ville & Campagne.
Flowerdrop melamine plates, £6 each; tumblers, £5 each,
all Collier Campbell. Green bowl, £26 for 4, Oka. Marché
basket, £45, Loaf. Striped sun hats, £10, The Stripes
Company. Glasses case, £12, Collier Campbell. Mosaic
throw, as before. Other items, similar from Briggs & Oliver.

MAKETHEMOSTOFNATURE’S SOFTHUES
Watering can, similar from Marks & Spencer. Straw hat,
similar from Celtic & Co. Chair, similar from Maison Home
Interiors. Tablecloth, similar from The Linen Works. Tray,
similar from John Lewis. Lantern, similar from Garden
Trading. Table, similar from The Cotswold Company. Seat
cushion, similar from Scandi Living. Shoes, similar from Next.
Planter, similar from Design Vintage. Amber carafe, £49.25;
red tumbler, £27, both English Antique Glass.

at Harvey Jones. (On butcher’s block) Red plate, as before.
Gingham napkins, £15, Pastel Lane. Tea towels, £9 for 3, The
Stripe Company. Lime Congo glasses, £30 for 6; plant pot, £8;
both Habitat. Stool, £95, Garden Trading. Beldi basket, £18,
Bohemia. (Top shelf) Vintage tins, similar from Ebay. Pepper
pot, £30, Kensington Design. Duralux glass bowls, £10, Pale
& Interesting. (2nd shelf) Tomato pot, £30, Kensington Design.
Platter, similar from Briggs & Oliver. Vintage canisters; jug,
similar from Decorative Country Living. Nadi plates, from £8
for 4, Habitat. Check bowls; red plates, as before. Vintage
plates; glasses, all similar from Briggs & Oliver. (3rd shelf)
Ceramic tumblers, £24.95 for 4, Wild & Wolf. Pink tumbler,
as before. Pepper mill, £15, Habitat. (On worktop) Napkins
(from top), Dandelion, £15 for 4, Pastel Lane. Kelso, as before.
Chocolate box, £39; sugar box, £33, both Kensington Design.
Teapot, £32; saucepan, £23.95, both Wild & Wolf. Boards,
from £14, Bohemia. Trivet, similar from TG Woodware. Orange
Brenne ceiling light, £80, BHS. Cutlery; jug, stylist’s own.
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The outdoor kitchen
Create your own cooking station with a wood-fired oven teamed with rustic

boards and essential utensils to help you prepare and serve summer bites.

Wood-fired oven, from £799; wooden pizza peel, £49.99 (Primo Accessory Pack), The

Stone Bake Oven Company. Trellis, £21.99, Zest 4 Leisure. Painted in Lemon Yellow,

£16.99 for 1L Royal Exterior Superior Wood Finish, Protek. (On trellis) pot, from £6.95,

Mia Fleur. Pizza paddle board, £23.95, Dassie Artisan. Chopping board, £55, Pastel

Lane. (On slate) paddle board, £25, Marks & Spencer. Jug, £35.95, Howkapow.

Serving spoon, £12; spatula, £7.50, both Cox & Cox. Bark board, £22.95, Dassie

Artisan. Salad bowl, £14.95, Howkapow. Salad servers, £6.95, Birdie Fortescue. Tea

towels (from top): 1 Linen, £13.75, Canvas Home. 2 Handblock Printed, £8.50, Birdie

Fortescue. 3 Yellow, £12 for 3 assorted, Debenhams. Pestle and mortar, £40, Oliver

Bonas. Oil/vinegar bottles, £23.50 for 2, Scandi Living. Jug, £19.50; cereal bowl;

side plate, £6 each, all Marks & Spencer. Dessert plate, £12.95; dinner plate,

£16.95, both Idyll Home. Handblock Printed napkin, £5.25, Birdie Fortescue.

Canister, £28, Scandi Living. Mug, £7.50, Canvas Home. Aged lantern, £18, Mia

Fleur. Picnic basket, £42, Garden Trading. Zinc pot, £3.95, Idyll Home. 

READY, STEADY… 
ENTERTAIN!

COOK, DRINK AND DECORATE IN THE GARDEN

WITH THE LATEST COUNTRY-STYLE BUYS



1, 8 Choose lovely linens. Emily linen napkins,

cols Mist (left); Pink Peppercorn, £31 for 6, Neptune.

Linen napkin, col Fig, £3.95, Birdie Fortescue.

2 Whet your appetite. Vintage Tea Party flags,

£3.50 for 12, The Wedding of My Dreams.

3 Keep ingredients close to hand. Bates bowl,

£15, Holly’s House.

4 Mop up spills. Stripe tea towel, similar from

Birdie Fortescue.

5, 16 Serve up in style. Parisienne dinner plate,

£7.95; bowl, £5.95, both Howkapow.

6, 7 Bring a rustic touch to the table. Hand

Dipped Deli plate, £12.95, Idyll Home. Aquarelle 

cutlery, from £12 a piece, Holly’s House.

9, 13 Add some zest! Lemon napkin, £28 for 6

(sold with 5 in a Lobster design); Lemon tea towel,

£10, both Lottie Day.

10 Be inspired by natural elements. Handprinted

Slate Dandelion placemat, £13, Rockett St George.

11 Introduce stylish geometrics. Carla milk jug,

£19, Scandi Living.

12 Present nibbles with Scandi charm. Swedish

mini white bowls, £7.50 for 3, Nordic House.

14 Create new flavours. Wooden pestle and

mortar, £28.50, Holly’s House.

15 Protect your hands. Lemon tea towel, £5 for 3 

assorted, George Home.

17 Let crockery blossom. Spring Blooms plate,

£79 for a 12-piece dinner set, Marks & Spencer.

18, 19 Introduce an artisan twist. Hima bowl,

£15.95 for 2 assorted; wooden teaspoons, £34.95

for 6, all Dassie Artisan.

20 Chop and serve. Sycamore serving board,

£26.95, Birdie Fortescue.

21, 22 Delight in tactile textures. Marble and

wood paddle board, £25, Marks & Spencer. Bark

board, £16.95, Dassie Artisan.

23 Ladle on the love. Wooden ladle, £19.95,

Holly’s House.»
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Flower barrow, £95, Pastel Lane. (In barrow) tea towels: 1 Cocktail Party

(left), £12.50, Ashley Thomas. 2 Handblock Printed, £8.50, Birdie Fortescue.

Milk bottles in crate, £9.95, Dotcomgiftshop. Straws, £2.99 for 25, Ginger

Ray. Personalised flag stirrers, £11.50 for 10, Comeuppance at Not on the

High Street. Water bottle, £4; soda bottle, £25, John Lewis. Pink glasses,

£25 for 4; jug, £12.50, all Marks & Spencer. Bird, £7.50, Ella James. Tumblers,

£6 for 4, Next. Glasses, £7.50 each; crate, £49.99, all Rockett St George.

(In crate) milk bottle, £3.50, Garden Trading. Milk bottle with straw, £3, The

Orchard. Cordial, £4.45 for 500ml, Belvoir Fruit Farms. (On wall) citrus

reamer, £5, Marks & Spencer. Tumblers, £15 each, Rockett St George. Plate,

£6, Marks & Spencer. Bowl, £4.50, Oliver Bonas. Milk bottles, £2.95 each,

Ella James. Straw, £2.50 for 25, Pea Green Boat. Tea towel, £12 for 3, John

Lewis. Bark board, £22.95, Dassie Artisan. Drinks dispenser, £19.95, Pea

Green Boat. Pot hanger, £25, Eleanor Bolton. Plant pots, £5.95 each, Idyll

Home. Personalised crate, £29.95, Plantabox. Zinc bucket, £17, The Orchard.

Heart chalkboard, £6.95; water bottle (on ground), £4.95, Dotcomgiftshop. 

The drinks bar
Turn a vintage-style plant stand into a bar area for a cute country take

on the traditional drinks trolley. Accessorise glasses and bottles with

patterned straws and pretty stirrers to bring a playful touch to the display.



1, 2 Add zing with a citrus hit! Lemon squeezer,

£2.95, Dotcomgiftshop. Elmwood juicer, £10.50,

Cox & Cox.

3 Present in modern country style. Acacia

chopping board, £32, Rockett St George.

4 Mix and match linens. Tea towel, £12 for 5

assorted, Next.

5 Indulge your senses. Mixology Cocktail candle,

£19, Uniquely Eclectic at Not on the High Street.

6 Go for colourful glassware. Mauve tumbler,

£5.50, Birdie Fortescue.

7, 8 It’s all about the garnish! Personalised drink

flag stirrers, £11.50 for 10, Comeuppance

at Not on the High Street. Meri Meri for Liberty of

London party picks, £7.50 for 24 assorted, Florrie

& Boo at Not on the High Street.

9 Sip pretty. Floral Fiesta straws, £3.50 for 30,

Talking Tables. Milk bottle, as 27.

10 Go for a dainty pot. Lemon jam pot, £5,

George Home.

11, 12 Transport without spills. Six school milk

bottles in crate, £9.95, Dotcomgiftshop. Polka Dot

straws, col Lilac, £2.99 for 25, Ginger Ray.

13 Add zesty cheer. Lemon Pie tea towel, £12 for

3 assorted, John Lewis.

14 Raise a toast. Copper Honeycomb

champagne flute, £7.50, Oliver Bonas.

15 Restore calm. Dried camomile flowers, £36 for

a Herb Tea Gift Crate, The Gluttonous Gardener.

16 Cause a stir. Metallic Twist N’ Stir spoons, £14

for 2, Oliver Bonas.

17 Fancy a tipple? Wine Bottle Drinks Menu,

£2.50, Emmy Designs at Not on the High Street.

18 Display ideas imaginatively. Embroidery

hoop, £14, Ashley Thomas.

19 Dry up stray droplets. White Botanical and 

Striped tea towel, £12 for 3 assorted, Debenhams. 

20 Protect from pesky marks. Slate coaster,

£6.50 for 4, Garden Trading.

21, 22, 23 Jazz up drinks. Yellow Chevron straws,

£2.50 for 25, Pea Green Boat. Drink Me tag, 65p

each; mini bottle, £3, The Wedding of My Dreams.

24 Seal the deal. Ceramic Bird bottle stopper,

£4.75, Ella James.

25 Opt for pastel glassware. Spring Blooms wine

glass, £25 for 4, Marks & Spencer.

26 Keep bugs at bay. Striped citronella candle

can, £29.95 for 4 assorted, Nordic House.

27, 28 Dispense a dose of nostalgia. School milk

bottles, £2.95, Ella James. Garden Roses wooden

tray, £14.95, Dotcomgiftshop.

29, 30 Serve beverages in vintage-inspired

glasses. Etched wine glass, £7.50, Rockett St

George. Idika Dot glass, £5.50, Idyll Home.»
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Create the perfect outdoor setting with colourful bunting, votives filled

with pretty blooms and a choice of patterned cushions and blankets.

Shades of Lilac bunting, £12 for 5m, The Cotton Bunting Company.

Hanging glass globes, £20 for 3, Cox & Cox. Yellow hurricane lamp,

£12.95, Dotcomgiftshop. Beldi leather basket, col Lilac, £18, Bohemia. Peach

Honeycomb paper pom pom, £5; paper lantern, col Peach, £5.50, both The

Wedding of My Dreams. Nordic Hammam towel, col Lilac, £36; Ibiza Summer

Hammam towel, col Lemon, £26; Tile cushion, col Plum, £23, all Bohemia.

Ochre Yellow Striped cushion, £19.95; Green & White Striped cushion,

£30, both Nordic House. Prince of Wales Lilac merino lambswool throw, £75,

Marquis & Dawe. Terracotta plant pot, £5.95, Idyll Home. Mason jars, from

£6.99 each, Lakeland. Painted in Paloma, £6.45 for 100ml Chalk Paint, Annie

Sloan. Wooden crate with blackboard effect finish on side, £15, Pastel Lane.

Sheringham Morston Stripe cushion, £42, Neptune. Retreat wicker lantern, 

£50, Debenhams. Woven lantern, £10, George Home. 

Let’s decorate!

SEE PAGE 141 FOR PHONE NUMBERS AND WEBSITES



SHOPP ING  SHORTL I ST

3

2

12

11

16

8

109

15

19

18

1 4

5

6

7

1 Serve with a natural touch. Bark board, £16.95,

Dassie Artisan.

2, 10 Decorate with garlands. Hand-dyed silk

ribbon on bobbin, from £22 for 6 yards; hand-

dyed ombré tissue tassel garland, £60 (20 tassels),

Pompom Blossom at Not on the High Street.

3, 8 Label with love. Leaf tag, £1.60 for 10; Yellow

Triangles tag, £4.20 for 12, all Pea Green Boat.

4 Pep up a drink. Flag stirrers, £11.50 for 10,

Comeuppance at Not on the High Street.

5 Colour pop! Small circle paper garland, col

Lavender, £2.50; large circle paper garland, col 

Yellow, £3, both Pea Green Boat.

6 Layer lovely textiles. Linen napkin, £35 for

4, Canvas Home.

7 Send a message on beautiful stationery.

Tea Party invitation, £11.25 for 10, Katie Leamon.

9, 18 Go for a platter in rustic wood.

Pinewood serving boards, £40 (large); £30

(medium), Cox & Cox.

11 Tie together loose ends decoratively.

Baker’s twine, £3.95 for 75m, Dotcomgiftshop.

12 Let sweet fragrances waft in the air. Produce

Wildflower candle, £20, Roullier White.

13 Add a feathered touch. Feather ceramic

hanging decoration, £3, John Lewis. 

14 Create ambience as the sun goes down.

Lilac tapered candles, £2.50 each, Holly’s House.

15 Get crafty and creative! Mason jar, £10.99

for 4, Lakeland. Painted in Arles, £6.45 for 100ml

Chalk Paint, Annie Sloan.

16 Let pretty patterns take centre stage.

Handblock Printed tea towel, col Jasna Clay,

£8.50, Birdie Fortescue.

17 Fill cones with blowsy flowers. Lavender

confetti cones, £4.80 for 10, Pink and Turquoise

at Not on the High Street.

19 Display in metal filigree. Lacework oval

flower pot planter, £24, Ella James.

NEXT MONTH HAPPY HOLIDAYS
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GET CREATIVE WITH COLOUR AND DETAIL IN  

THE SEASON’S BEAUTIFUL NEW SHADES

The country decorator

1 Z O N E YO U R S PAC E
‘The kitchen is the perfect place

to express yourself with paint,’ says 

Mike Howes, Director of Paint by

Conran. ‘A sunny, upbeat yellow

frames the entrance, creating a

welcoming, positive mood; earthy

terracotta makes the stove alcove

the heart of the home; while a steely

blue on the other walls feels relaxed

and sociable by day or night.’

CLEVER WAYS
WITH PAINT

Walls, painted in
Copse; stove

alcove, Terracotta
Pot; architrave,
Dandelion Puff,

all £36 for
2L emulsion,

Paint by Conran.
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2

4

3

2 GO FOR GRADATION
A cloakroom is an ideal backdrop for

experimenting with gradated paint effects as it

is usually a compact area and easy to repaint

if necessary. Create a beautiful watery ombré-

style splashback with three shades of blue. 

3 MAKE YOUR BATH SING
‘Bathrooms have come a long way since the

white-tiled, utilitarian look, and are now a place

where design flair can be exhibited,’ says David

Mottershead, Managing Director, Little Greene.

‘Whereas in other rooms you may not feel brave

enough to use bolder ideas and colours, bathrooms

can be a showcase for more daring choices. If

using wallpaper, its design could inspire paint

shades for the woodwork and bath. Aim for strong

hues to punctuate the scheme – a cast-iron bath

in a bright colour is the final flash of inspiration.’ 

4COMBINE THE UNEXPECTED
Create impact in a living room by pairing rich

brown with cool green. ‘Salon Drab conjures up

a classic 19th-century feel, while remaining the

perfect chocolate brown for modern homes,’ says

Charlotte Cosby, Head of Creative at Farrow & Ball.

‘Combine it with clean, fresh Yeabridge Green and

the result is a room that oozes a confident and

sophisticated feel that is very easy to live with.’ »

DES IGN  SECRETS

Wall, painted in (from
top), Smidgen, £36 for
2.5L Claypaint, Earthborn.
Bridge Blue 222; Eaton
Square 232, both £42
for 2.5L Marble Matt
Emulsion, Mylands.

Woodwork, painted in
Livid, £28 for 1L Oil Gloss;
bath,Mister David, £54.50

for 2.5L Intelligent Eggshell;
wallpaper,Stitch Highland,
£71 a roll, all Little Greene.

Walls, painted in Salon
Drab; woodwork,

Yeabridge Green, both
£39.50 for 2.5L Estate

Emulsion, Farrow & Ball.
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5 PAINT A BLACKBOARD
If you want a playful, draw-on space for

children or to create a noticeboard in a home

office or the kitchen, try a matt blackboard paint. 

It can be applied to a variety of surfaces and,

once dry, you can draw and write on it in chalk.

To clean, simply wipe with a damp cloth. The

opaque finish works well in a modern country

home combined with wood and natural textures.

6TWO-TONEWALL
Make a statement in a hallway by using

practical, easy-on-the-eye colours. ‘To add

interest, try combining shades in a colour-

blocking formation to create definition and

the illusion of architectural features, such as a

dado rail,’ says Judy Smith, Colour Consultant, 

Crown. ‘Snowfall and Toasted Almond are

beautiful neutral tones that are very comfortable 

to live with, while still being full of character.’

7 STAIRWAY TO HEAVEN
Create a unique focal point in your hallway by

painting the spindles of a staircase in different

shades from the same palette against a white

backdrop. Starting with the lightest colour at the

bottom of the stairs, gradually stagger the shade

from spindle to spindle as you ascend until you

reach the deepest – this draws the eye upwards.

5

7

6

NEXT MONTH DECORATING WITH MIRRORS

DES IGN  SECRETS

SEE PAGE 141 FOR PHONE NUMBERS AND WEBSITES

Tricks of the trade
Frame prints on

matching painted

mounts for pops 

of colour on 

the wall.

Wall, painted in
Colours Black Matt
chalkboard paint,
£11.73 for 1L, B&Q.

Wall, painted in (from
top), Snowfall; Toasted
Almond, both £19.49
for 2.5L matt or silk
emulsion, Crown.
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LABEL, RECORD AND ORGANISE YOUR GREEN-FINGERED

LIFE WITH ONE OF THESE HANDY LITTLE PROJECTS

CRAFTY GARDENERS

Planting file

Use fabric tape
designed for sports
racquets – such as

hockey stick tape – for a
wide choice of colours.

Style tip



GET  CREAT IVE

Spoon plant markers

Print out miniature plant

illustrations to add

another decorative

element to the spoons.»

Style tip
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Tool kit caddy

Spray the cans with
different colours to
indicate assorted

uses for each.

Style tip



GET  CREAT IVE

Mini pinny

Selvedge-edged
ribbons are ideal for

simple sewing projects
as there is no need to

hem the sides. »

Style tip
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GET  CREAT IVE

M A K E  T H E M  YOU RS E L F

Spoon plant markers
Draw inspiration from the plot-to-plate journey 

of culinary herbs by using vintage spoons as 

decorative plant labels. To label the spoons, print 

out your chosen herbs’ names sized to it the 

spoons, leaving a small border around each 

word. To transfer the herb names to the spoons, 

use a transfer medium such as Transcryl 

Transfer Medium, £18.79 for 250ml, Crafty 

Computer Paper. Following the manufacturer’s 

instructions, apply three thin coats on top of 

each printed name to create a clear plastic-like 

ilm. When dry, remove the original printed 

paper by soaking in water and rubbing gently. 

Allow to dry, then attach to the spoons using  

the transfer medium as a glue (make sure the 

names are facing the right 

way up!). Finish by sealing 

with a further coat of 

transfer medium and allow  

to dry overnight before use.

Planting file
Keep note of plants, seeds and cuttings used in 

different parts of the garden with a ile made 

from envelopes. Using A4 string-tie envelopes 

with the opening facing upwards, stick fabric 

tape along the long left edge so that it overhangs 

by half. Turn the envelope over and repeat so  

as to cover the visible overhanging sticky side of 

the tape and the edge of the envelope. Make two 

eyelet holes through the tape with a hole punch 

and eyelet kit. Create a label for the envelope by 

sticking a length of fabric tape near the outer edge 

topped with letter-stamped card spelling out the 

area of the garden the contents relate to. Repeat 

with remaining envelopes, then thread together 

using leather laces to make the inished ile.

Tool kit caddy
No gardener should be without a place to keep 

and organise all those little accessories that are 

essential to helping things grow. To make a  

tool kit caddy, begin by lightly sanding down  

a wooden caddy and wiping the dust from all  

the surfaces. Apply two coats of paint, following 

manufacturer’s instructions. Hold a stencil in 

place with masking tape and apply paint with 

even brushstrokes. Once dry, buff the caddy with 

clear soft wax. Clean and dry some food tin cans 

– we used 400g size – and ensure any rough 

edges have been iled down with a metal ile. 

Spray with a couple of coats of metal spray paint 

and allow to dry. Glue ribbon around the top 

outer edge of the cans to act as a decorative grip.

Mini pinny
Use a pair of old jeans to make a mini pocketed 

pinny to store bits and pieces while you are  

busy in the garden. Cut the back from the jeans, 

snipping along the inside of the side seams, 

under the pockets and under the waistband. 

Turn and pin under the bottom edge of the fabric 

taking a 1cm seam. Turn to the wrong side and 

using a selvedge-edged ribbon, wrong side facing 

up, pin with the same pins along the edge of the 

bottom hem so the ribbon just shows on the right 

side of the pinny. Sew the hem and ribbon in place. 

Hem both side edges of the pinny, taking a 1cm 

double seam. Press a long strip of selvedge-edged 

ribbon in half along its length. Fold over the top 

of the pinny, encasing the fabric and ensuring it 

is centrally positioned. Pin in 

place and sew. Finally, turn  

in the ends of the ribbon and 

sew a 1cm seam. 

NEXT MONTH CUTTING GARDEN CRAFTS

 *

SEE PAGE 141 FOR PHONE NUMBERS AND WEBSITES

Hw to VIDEO
Watch our ‘Modern 

Country Makes’ 

videos at  
country-days.co.uk

Envelopes; leather string; fabric 

tape, similar from Ebay. Hole punch 

and eyelet plier kit, £11.79; 

Typewriter letter stamps, £12 for  

64, Hobbycraft. Calendar, from a 

selection; mug, £19.50, The Great 

English Outdoors. Seed packets, 

£3.95 for 12, Burgon & Ball. Notebook 

and pencil (part of set), £14, Heathcote 

& Ivory. Plant labels, stylist’s own. 

Spoons, similar from Ebay or a 

secondhand shop. Gardener’s gloves 

(part of set), £10, Heathcote & Ivory. 

Caddy, similar from Ebay. Painted in 

Old White and Paris Grey, £18.95 for 

1L; waxed in Clear Soft Wax, £4.95 for 

120ml, all Annie Sloan. Stencil, £8, Dee 

Puddy. Cans, painted in Twist & Spray  

in Warm Grey; Matt Grey; Leafy Rise, all 

£7.49 for 400ml, PlastiKote. Gardening 

tools, from a selection, Burgon & Ball. 

Gloves and hand cream, £10, 

Heathcote & Ivory. Ribbon, stylist’s own.

Cell tray trowels, £8.95 for 2; 

dibber, £4.95; plant labels, £6.95 

for 18; secateurs, £24.95, Burgon  

& Ball. Ribbon, stylist’s own.



ADVERT ISEMENT  FEATURE

Natural connection 
PRIME OAK’S NEW BI-FOLDING DOORS AND WINDOWS HELP CREATE  

A SEAMLESS TRANSITION BETWEEN YOUR HOME AND GARDEN

P
rime Oak is an expert

in crafting specialist

oak-frame orangeries

and garden rooms that provide

extra light-filled living spaces

to improve your country home

and lifestyle. Every Prime Oak

extension is designed to

harness the strength and

warmth of oak while retaining

the character of your home.

Having the option of opening

up your living space onto a

garden or terrace not only

makes your home feel bigger

and brighter but, when the

weather is warm, it’s one of

the season’s greatest pleasures,

allowing you to enjoy both 

spaces to the full, especially 

if you’re entertaining.

To help you do this, Prime

Oak has launched bespoke

bi-folding doors and windows

that complement its oak frames

beautifully and add the extra

wow factor to its orangeries

and garden rooms.

As well as their aesthetic

appeal, Prime Oak’s bi-folding

doors glide open smoothly and

with ease, and have top-quality

security bolts so you can be sure

your property is safe. Adding

bi-folding doors and windows

will transform your home,

seamlessly connecting your

living space with your garden.

Prime Oak’s new
bi-folding doors and
windows allow you to
maximise your living
space beautifully. 

Prime Oak is offering a free design
consultation, including a sketch
and quote, for all new enquiries.
For more details about this and all
of Prime Oak’s products, call 01384
296611, email
info@primeoak.
co.uk or visit
primeoak.co.uk/
consultation.php.
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J
ess Pearce studied volcanoes, worked

in a bedding nursery and trained in

interior design before joining forces 

with her mum, Monica Ashman, to set up a

business specialising in scented perennials

and shrubs and wildlowers from around the

British Isles. The pair run Wild Thyme from

a two-acre site in rural Somerset and spend

much of the summer selling their plants at

lower shows. Mother-of-two Jess adores

working with Monica, who inspired her love

of gardening. July is a busy time at the

nursery, so we went along to ind out more…

WHERE ARE YOU BASED? Wild Thyme

Nursery is at my mum’s 19th-century stone

cottage on the outskirts of the market town

of Frome. When she irst bought the place, the

family would come out at weekends and pull

tables outside to eat. Surrounded by ields, 

the site today is full of wildlowers, perennials

and shrubs that produce the heady scents

associated with garden borders of the past. 

IS IT A DREAM HOME? The cottage has

a lovely warm atmosphere, but when Mum

arrived it had to be gutted and renovated

and we did lots of the work ourselves. Doing

up the house was good fun because Mum 

could put her own stamp on it. My own

home is a Georgian lat in Bath but I spend

a lot of my time at the nursery.

WHAT’S IT LIKE TO WORK WITH YOUR

MUM? Mum was a social worker before her

three children were born, but gardening has

always been her passion. Her main ambition

was to have her own nursery and seven or

eight years ago, while chatting over a glass of

wine, she said if she didn’t pursue her dream

then, she never would. At the time I was

looking for something that would allow me

to be the kind of mum I wanted to be. We had

fun looking for a site for the business. I’ve

always been close to my mum. We have a lot

of laughs and enjoy each other’s company.

DID YOU GROW UP IN THE COUNTRY? 

We had a small cottage in Batheaston, near

Bath, and Mum’s garden was big and really

lovely, with hibiscus, peonies, foxgloves and

campions. I was encouraged to look after

my own patch, and there were lots of wild

strawberries, which I liked to pick. I had all

my birthday parties in the garden and we

used to spend our summers outside. Mum

would take us out on walks every weekend

and brought us up to be able to identify » 

 ‘I LOVE BEING SURROUNDED
BY WILDFLOWERS, 

BUTTERFLIES AND BEES’

P lant nusery co-wner Je� Pearce

MY K IND  OF  COUNTRY
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Like mother, like daughter…  
A mutual love of cottage garden
plants inspired Monica and Jess 
to set up their specialist nursery.

The Pig & Fiddle  
in Bath is a favourite 
Sunday lunchtime
haunt for Jess.

The cobbled
streets of Frome
are home to  
a wealth of 
local shops.

Scented
rambling rose 

‘Paul Noël’.

Plants are grown in two
unheated polytunnels

on Monica’s land. 
‘Everything is fully

hardy,’ says Jess.

Eryngium ‘Blue
Pen’ (sea holly).

A sprig of apple
blossom beside a
lilac in full bloom.

‘People want
wildflowers for

weddings,’ says 
Jess, ‘so we do
lots of floristry.’ 

 A gatekeeper
butterfly alights 

on marjoram.



‘THE CROSSWORD IN THE SATURDAY

TELEGRAPH AND MY WATERPROOF

TROUSERS - I’M NOT CRAZY ABOUT 

GARDENING IN THE RAIN!’

I couldn’ t lie without...

SEE PAGE 141 FOR PHONE NUMBERS AND WEBSITES

A keen bodyboarder,
Jess heads to
Swanage beach with
her children and
Monica for a spot of
summer relaxation.

Jess and Monica
choose blooms for 
a country wedding.

Monica’s meadow  
is a natural magnet for
bees and butterflies.

Cardamine

pratensis 
(lady’s smock).

A favourite
haberdasher’s.

MY K IND  OF  COUNTRY
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 *

Favourite thing about July? Meeting

people and hearing about their

gardens. People like the fact that they

can talk to us about what we grow. 

Growing things is a nice thing to do!

What is your favourite summer

pudding? I love anything from The

Bakemonger, based in Frome – her

tartlets are miniature works of art. 

Mum likes anything with strawberries.

Do you get out to any summer events?  

I love Glastonbury while Mum 

enjoys Sidmouth Folk Week.

J E S S ’  C O U N T R Y  V I B E

with great shops. Marmalade Yarns on

Catherine Hill is a treasure trove for wool,

with friendly, knowledgeable staff and a

squashy sofa to sit on while you choose a

pattern. Fiat Lux in Bath Street has amazing

light ittings; Millie Moon on Catherine Hill

is a bright modern haberdashery with

exciting workshops for the children.

IT’S SUNDAY LUNCHTIME – WHERE

DO YOU GO FOR A DRINK? Sub 13 for 

a cheeky cocktail or the beer garden at the

Pig & Fiddle – they’re both in Bath.

WHAT ARE YOUR FAVOURITE WALKS 

FOR SEEING WILDFLOWERS? Brown’s

Folly, a nature reserve outside Bath;  

Cley Hill near Warminster; Sand Point 

near Weston-super-Mare; and Cornwall.

HOW DOES YOUR PERFECT WEEKEND

SHAPE UP? On a hot summer’s day, I like

to bodyboard at Swanage beach with Mum

and the children, followed by dinner out and

getting home tired, happy and a bit sunburnt.

WHAT ARE THE HOT RURAL TOPICS

WHERE YOU ARE? Lots of community

groups in Frome organise events to keep the

town vibrant by supporting local shops and

independent traders. Anti-fracking campaigns

continue apace, as sustainability is key.

� Wild Thyme Nursery, 

wildthymeplants.co.uk.

wildlowers. I remember seeing ragged robins

by a little stream and harebells on hillsides.  

WHAT INSPIRES YOU MOST ABOUT

YOUR LANDSCAPE? The fact that we

could be anywhere, with a view of just hills

and trees. Although we only have a small

piece of land, we feel a responsibility to

protect it for future generations.

WHAT SETS YOUR PLANTS APART? We

specialise in beautifully scented perennials

and shrubs. So many plants have had their

perfumes bred out of them in favour of

showier blooms in unusual colours. We grow

without heat to produce hardy plants that

establish easily. We’re also passionate about

encouraging gardeners to help redress the

loss of bee- and insect-friendly native plants,

so we’ve extended our range to include plants

that attract bees. Some wildlowers are ideal

for lower-illed areas in a corner of the

garden and look great in informal borders,

where they bloom among perennials and

may seed themselves to ill in any gaps. 

RUNNING A NURSERY IS A WAY OF

LIFE – WHAT ARE THE POSITIVES?

We grow plants because it’s in our blood.

Flower shows are great fun. There’s a super

camaraderie with the other stallholders and

the events are held in inspirational places,

such as glorious stately homes and beautiful

gardens. We also meet lovely people. Building

show gardens allows me to use the creative

side of my personality but it is hard work.

We have to get up as early as 3 to 4am  

to inish loading the van so that we can beat

the rush-hour trafic. In the evening we drive

home and spend several hours watering

before reloading the van for the following day.

WHAT’S FLOWERING IN THE NURSERY

NOW? Roses, including our current favourite,

Ebb Tide, a plum-purple bush rose; nepeta,

which smells delicious as you brush past

and is brilliant for bees; pineapple broom

(Cytisus battandieri); Galega x hartlandii 

‘Mrs Wilson’ for its coconut-scented lowers;

foxgloves, ox-eye daisies and red campion.

WHERE ARE YOUR FAVOURITE LOCAL

SHOPS? Frome is a lovely old market town F
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HOME IMPROVEMENTS

ALL THE SOLUTIONS, ADVICE AND INSPIRATION YOU’LL

EVER NEED FOR THE PERFECT COUNTRY HOME

PROJECTS, PLANS

Page 92
Fun and functional
children’s bedrooms

Page 96
Laid-back country
garden seating  

Page 100
Statement fridges for
cool kitchens »

96

92

100

and deams
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Playful ideas for
children’s rooms

CREATE A SPACE THAT YOU’LL LOVE AS MUCH AS THEY DO, FILLED WITH PLENTY

OF PRACTICAL SOLUTIONS AS WELL AS FUN TOUCHES, CUTE COLOUR SCHEMES 

AND INSPIRATION FOR GROWING IMAGINATIONS

   Bunk up
The pitched ceiling in this New

England-style room is ideal for a bunk

bed. ‘There are two key considerations,’

says Katherine Mitchell, Buyer of

Beds and Bedroom Furniture, John

Lewis. ‘The recommended minimum

age for using one is six, and the top

mattress should be no deeper than

15cm. Also, check the bunk passed

British safety and quality standards.’

Wilton bunk bed, £299; Wilton bedside table,

£150 for 2; Shark light, £22; Boats & the Blue
Sea Anchor and Boats on the Blue Sea single
duvet sets, £45 each; Star rug, £50, all Little
Home at John Lewis.

1
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Personal touches
Turn to your child’s toy box for decorating

inspiration and curate a cute display using

colourful books and nostalgia-filled wooden toys.

Bookshelves that are designed to show the front

covers, rather than spines, of books make it that

much easier for children to locate their favourite

bedtime stories. Complete the laid-back look with

an eclectic mix of scatter cushions, throws and

furniture painted in pretty pastels such as aqua,

pale blue, baby pink and on-trend soft greys. » 

Country cover up
‘Colourful wallpaper will inject a touch of

fun into your little one’s bedroom. In a country

home it’s nice to source nature-inspired designs

such as this print featuring cherry trees, birds

and butterflies,’ says Linda Swarbrick, Managing

Director, Scandi Living. Pair with painted open

storage furniture so the pattern can shine

through, while books and teddies sit on display.

Storage shelf with drawers,
£150, Bloomingville at

 Scandi Living.

Pack it away
Encourage children to keep their rooms tidy

by providing generous storage options in enticing

colours. Pull-out baskets are handy for different

types of toys as well as for transporting them to

the play mat or living room and, hopefully, back

again! ‘In a shared playroom or study space, white

and grey with aqua accents will keep the room

fresh and gender neutral,’ says Jamie Reeve,

Chief Executive Officer, Great Little Trading Co. 

2

3

Give children the freedom to display
favourite artwork without worrying
about paintwork by using Washi
tape, £2.50 a roll at Hobbycraft.
This decorative low-tack tape can
be repositioned without damaging
painted walls. On wallpaper consider
hanging a lightweight pinboard.  

Tip

4

Desk, £275; rug, from
£165; beanbag chair,
£55; storage, from £20,
Great Little Trading Co.

Lilleby 2652
wallpaper, £57

for a 10.05m roll,
Boråstapeter at

Scandi Living.

HOME IMPROVEMENTS
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HOME FRONT

Display childhood
treasures in this
endearing white-
painted house with
distressed finish.

•Gesso Dolls
House shelf,
H61xW40xD5cm,
£65, Cox & Cox.

BRANCH OUT

Bring the outdoors
in with this tree
shelf for photos
and keepsakes.

•Woodland
Tree wall shelf,
H64xW56cm,
£49, JoJo
Maman Bébé. 

HOOKED ON IT

These powder-
coated steel hooks
will pack a punch
of colour.

•Twigs wall
hooks, H70x
W50cm, col
Yellow, £312,
A Splash of Colour.

Country best W A L L - H U N G  S T O R A G E

5

Feature paint on bed and shelf, Empire Gold, £50
for 2.5L eggshell; Little Sanderson Dogs in Clogs
single duvet set, £40; Dogs in Clogs cushion, 
£25; Whitby blanket, £75, all Sanderson.

Flexible friends
To create a scheme that delights

both boys and girls, use bright colours

on key pieces of furniture and adorable

animal prints. ‘The yellow and blue of

our Dogs in Clogs bedlinen is vibrant and

fun,’ says Rebecca Craig, Design Manager,

Sanderson. ‘The playful aesthetic makes

for a great unisex scheme and bedding

is always easy to update as children grow

and choose favourite shades and themes.’ 
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Chalk it up or pin it
Budding artists will love this crafty update

to a simple white bed frame, which was created

using self-adhesive blackboard film that is both

easy to apply and can be cut to any size. Pretty

patterned fabric swatches attached to a cork

panel will make an inexpensive and colourful

pinboard backdrop for party invites and school

reminders. A simple desk with a mix of shelving

units, cupboards and drawers provides plenty  

of storage space for homework, books and folders.

All aboard
Children never tire of making camps and

dens, so this clever cabin bed is sure to fire their

imaginations. ‘The enclosed sleeping quarters

offer a soothing night-time environment in which

children can settle down, while shutter-style doors

provide a fun play area during the day,’ says

Nathalie Davis, Director, Cuckooland. ‘Decorate

with pretty bunting to boost the camping theme.’

 *

 *

Devon White bed,
£420, Laura Ashley. 

Blackboard film,
£29.70m, Purlfrost. 

Alex storage unit
(under desk), £50, Ikea.  

There were three in the bed...
You can never have too many beds,

especially when the sleepovers begin, and this

triple bunk bed is the perfect space-enhancing

solution. ‘There’s no more messing around with

inflatable guest beds or unwieldy futons. This

neat design allows you to sleep three very

comfortably in a small space, and the ladder

makes it easy to reach the top bunk, too,’  

says Alex Tolofson, Director, Noa & Nani.

Cupboard  
cabin bed,  
£545, Cuckooland.

6

7

8

●  FUTURE PROOF  Choose high-quality furniture in
classic designs that won’t date so that the room can be
converted to guest accommodation after your children
have flown the nest. Painted furniture is a good option, 
as it can so easily be revived with a fresh coat.
●  SIZE MATTERS  Cot beds, which are compact and
low to the ground, are designed to aid transition from cot to
bed. Ideal for toddlers, they need to be upgraded when your
child is around four. Conversely, some space-saving beds
feature a 2ft 6in-wide small single mattress, which may be
uncomfortably snug once the teenage growth years kick in.
●  MADE TO MEASURE  If space is an issue, fitted
furniture is an effective solution. Simple painted MDF or
plywood furniture can be constructed by a local carpenter,
or you could buy fitted furniture from the likes of Sharps or
Bambini Furniture. Raised beds that leave room for drawers,
wardrobes and desks below can transform small bedrooms.

Country style need-to-know
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Hannah triple bed in 
classic Natural Pine, 
£219.99, Noa & Nani.

SEE PAGE 141 FOR PHONE NUMBERS AND WEBSITES
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Outside winner
‘This garden furniture

collection scores highly for both

function and form – it needs very

little attention to keep its elegance

intact for years to come,’ says

John Sims-Hilditch, Co-founder,

Neptune. ‘Crafted from galvanised

steel, it will fare well come wind,

rain or shine and its comfy water-

repellent cushions have washable

covers. Add a matching coffee

table so you can enjoy a relaxed

breakfast or afternoon tea.’ 

1

Sit-back-and-relax seating  
for lazy summer days

WHETHER YOU PREFER SUN OR SHADE, THESE COUNTRY-STYLE SEATS, SWINGS AND

LOUNGERS OFFER A COMFORTABLE PLACE TO CHILL OUT AND ENJOY THE VIEW

Monaco two-seater

sofa, £495; armchair,

£295, both Neptune.
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Ella James Lazy
Days large garden

hammock, 200x
100cm, £79, Not on

the High Street.

Hanging out
‘Rattan furniture is very fashionable  

at the moment as is the colour grey for homes,

and here you have the perfect combination  

of both,’ says Claire Krier, Owner, Idyll Home.  

‘A hanging chair has a soothing rocking motion

and a modern country look, but the rattan gives

this one a more casual, organic impression,

softening the effect.’ The chair is made from 

real rattan and painted, so it would need to  

be stored indoors during the winter. 

4

Fringe benefits
What better way to while away a free

moment than luxuriating in a shady spot beneath

the trees, swaying gently in a country-style

hammock, its crochet and tassel edging fluttering

in the breeze? Made from cotton and mixed fibres,

this hammock has a broad spreader bar to keep 

it in shape and loops to attach it are provided,

although a length of rope might be needed

depending on the distance between the two trees.

2

Natural beauty
‘Eucalyptus wood is a popular choice for

outdoor furniture,’ says Nicola Gidlow, Buyer  

for Outdoor Living, John Lewis. ‘It doesn’t tend to

fade as much as other woods and offers good value

for money. We’re seeing eucalyptus being used

more often now there have been advances in the

types of finishes that can be applied to it to reduce

pinkish tones and create a more luxurious feel.’

3
To avoid having to move your seat
around depending on the sun’s
position, invest in a freestanding
parasol or put up a shade sail –
available from Primrose in a huge
range of sizes, shapes and colours. 

Tip
 *

Croft Collection Islay
rocking chair, £399;
Islay footstool, £125;
Islay round table, £80,
all John Lewis.

 *

Bundle hanging chair,
H125xW85xD55cm, £395,
Idyll Home.

»
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Recline in comfort
If the shape looks familiar, it’s because

these distinctive slatted-back loungers are based

on traditional Adirondack chairs. They need to be

assembled but once that’s done, you can enjoy

many an afternoon in absolute comfort, with your

feet up on the leg rest. These recliners are made

from acacia wood, then given a painted or oiled

finish. After use, simply fold them away.

Mid-century style
These 1950s-inspired chairs are a light,

elegant and surprisingly comfortable design, and

would be an eye-catching addition in any country

garden. To create the chairs, durable plastic 

‘string’ is woven onto a strong metal frame. Don’t

leave them outdoors for long periods, though.

Fortunately, they’ll look just as good inside.

 *

 *

Grey String chairs, 
£125 each, Cox & Cox.

Daybed with
base cushion and
8 small cushions,
H208xW265x
D150cm, £1,499,
Wyevale Garden
Centres.

Seville chairs in
Dove (left), £135,
and Oiled finish 
(right), £110, Next.

Double daybed
This eye-catching pod-style daybed is

made for two and ideal for a larger country

garden. ‘It offers plenty of space to relax and

enjoy your surroundings,’ says Caroline Harvey,

Garden Furniture Buyer for Wyevale Garden

Centres. ‘As the daybed has an aluminium frame

and a synthetic weave, it can be left outside, but

the cushions will need to be packed away indoors.’

7

6

5

● CONSIDER ALL-WEATHER WEAVES

Real wicker cannot be left outside year round, but furniture
made with a synthetic fibre offers the bonus of being durable,
colourfast, sun-resistant and almost maintenance free. 
● KNOW YOUR OUTDOOR FABRICS  Canvas is  
a marine favourite, tough enough for any garden and, apart
from cotton, comes in polyester, polycotton and non-shrink
acrylic versions. Re-cover deckchairs with striped cotton
canvas from The Stripes Company. Outdoor acrylic fabrics
are UV-, water-, stain- and mould-resistant, plus they are
breathable so won’t smell musty. Find luxury versions at Extex.
● PLAN SEASONAL STORAGE  Consider whether
and where outdoor furniture will be stored during the winter.
Lightweight folding designs – for example, with mesh seats
on lightweight aluminium frames – can solve space issues.
Always ensure the covers are completely dry before folding
and putting away. Don’t cover upholstery and cushions for
long periods, but do keep them somewhere dry.

Country-style need-to-know
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BEST FOR…

Storage flexibility
Smeg FQ960P, 540L, £2,399

This capacious no-frost four-door
model (H187xW92xD68cm) offers
a huge volume of fresh storage and,
thanks to a clever thermostat, the
bottom left compartment can be used
as either a freezer or fridge, freeing up
even more space – ideal for harvests
of home-grown fruit or veg or catering
for big dinner parties. Available in
Cream, Black or Pastel Blue. A+ 

BEST FOR…

Bold colour
Gorenje ORB153GR, 260L, £679

Be adventurous with this retro-style
design (H154xW60xD64cm), available
in nine shades including Lime Green.
With a generous freezer box rather
than a separate section, it’s ideal for
people who prefer fresh foods. LED
lighting illuminates the interior and it
has a very large humidity-controlled
fruit and vegetable basket – perfect for
mountains of summer salads. A+++

● CHOOSE ECO-FRIENDLY

Fridge-freezers have never been so
eco-friendly, but some are still better
than others and the larger the unit
the more power it will generally
consume. As a guide, choosing an
A+++ fridge-freezer over an A+ unit
will save you about £190 in energy
bills over the lifetime of the product.
● SUIT YOURSELF Flexible
fittings mean you can adjust the
layout of your fridge – ideal when
you need to store a few extra
bottles. Look for height-adjustable
racks and shelves, transparent
drawers so you can find things
easily (especially in the freezer)
and temperature-controlled zones.  
● STAY IN CONTROL

It’s worth paying extra for dual
thermostats that control the fridge
and freezer separately – that way
you can then turn the fridge off
when you go on holiday without
disrupting the frozen food.

BEST FOR…

Country chic
Steel CucineAscot 70,378L, £2,399

If you want matching appliances, this
compact two-door, two-drawer model
(H198xW70xD65cm) is part of a smart
range including a range cooker,
oven and hood, available in four
iconic Le Creuset shades including
Mineral Blue, Amethyst, Sisal and
Cotton, with Bronze-, Nickel-, Chrome-
or Brass-finish handles and trim. A+

BEST FOR…

High-tech style
Grundig GSBS13310X, 544L, £999

Massive capacity aside, this stainless-
steel professional side-by-side design
(H179xW91xD73cm) is packed with
practical features including a US-style
water and ice dispenser, 0°C box for
keeping meat, fish and dairy products
fresher for longer and a carbon filter 
to help minimise food odours,
including from ripe cheeses.A+ 

BEST FOR…

Blackboard jotting
Miele KFN29233 BB, 361L, £1,499

Who said superb energy efficiency
and practicality can’t spell fun?
This impressive Miele fridge-freezer
(H201xW60xD68.5cm) comes in a
blackboard finish that can be written
or drawn upon with traditional chalk or
liquid chalk markers. Completely frost-
free, it offers multiple drawers, storage
cubbyholes and shelves to make
organisation effortless. A+++

The coolest fridge-freezers
WHETHER THEY’RE STORING FOOD TO FEED A CROWD OR COPING WITH THIS

SUMMER’S ALLOTMENT GLUT, OUR PICK OF THE LATEST DESIGNS WILL KEEP  

ALL YOUR INGREDIENTS IN TIP -TOP CONDITION

Country style
need-to-know

1

4 5

2 3

SEE PAGE 141 FOR PHONE NUMBERS AND WEBSITES
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WA R M  A N D  NAT U RA L
E N G L I S H  S T Y L E

THOUGHTFUL PLANNING, A SOFT COLOUR SCHEME  

AND TACTILE FINISHES CREATE AN INVITING 

ATMOSPHERE IN NICCI’S BESPOKE KITCHEN
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COUNTRY  K ITCHEN  FOCUS

The joy of bespoke is in
the detail, such as the 

long, narrow shelf along
the back wall created  

to display the couple’s
collection of miniature

porcelain Dutch houses.

 *
Owners Nicci and her husband,

who is a businessman. The couple
have three grown-up children 
and one who is still at school.

House Detached house in a leafy
part of Greater London. 

The project To replace a cold,
dark kitchen with a well-planned 
design featuring tactile finishes.

Kitchen size 6.3x4.7m.

Designer Simon Hosein, 
Mark Wilkinson Furniture.

Cabinetry Bespoke units 
from The English Classic range,

hand-painted in Clunch by Farrow 
& Ball and French Grey by Neptune,
with feature pieces made in oak. »

P R O J E C T  P R O F I L E
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A large island with

seating on one side

and a cook’s work

station on the other

is key to the layout.

Fitting a kitchen in a previous house gave Nicci a

clear vision of what she wanted in her new home – and

it was a long way from the dark, shiny, masculine design

the developer had installed. ‘It was a quality kitchen but

not my style and the layout didn’t work,’ she says.

Nicci worked with designer Andy Murphie of Fold4 and

contractor Owain Davies of Joyner & Mason to remodel

parts of the house, which included lowering the ceiling

in the kitchen area of the open-plan room to make the

space feel cosier. For the cabinetry she chose Mark

Wilkinson Furniture and her first challenge for the

company’s designer Simon Hosein was requesting that

the Aga be set into the island so she could face the room

when cooking. ‘It’s not usually done,’ says Nicci, ‘so I went

to a showroom to see a room-vent Aga at work. One of

the issues is cooking smells but standard ovens vent into

the room and, anyway, a little bit of cooking smell is nice.’

The new lowered ceiling also made it possible to have

a flush-fitting ceiling extractor directly above the Aga,

and Nicci and Simon spent nearly a year finalising the 

cabinetry. The new layout has a compact U-shaped

working area with the Aga, fridge and sink set in a

classic work triangle. The striking focal point of the

room is an oak armoire-style cupboard that houses the

fridge and freezer – inspired by a piece of furniture

Nicci had in a previous home in France. She feels that

every drawer and cupboard in her new kitchen is in the

perfect place and tailor-made for its contents. ‘I honestly

think I have four times the usable space now,’ she says.

Colour proved to be a dilemma. ‘I had always wanted

pale green but we tried at least 12 shades and not one

of them worked with the light in this room,’ says Nicci.

The solution was to colour-match to an existing piece

of furniture, resulting in a soft stone shade. The painting

was done in situ, allowing for a late change to the island

colour, with a stand-out brick red becoming a subtle grey.

‘I had never realised before how important the feel of

the materials and the energy of a space would be to me,’

says Nicci. ‘This kitchen is everything I wanted: it’s

natural, it’s tactile and it’s warm.’ »

COUNTRY  K ITCHEN  FOCUS
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‘Nicci was certain that she wanted

an Aga in her new kitchen, but she

didn’t want it set against the wall

in the classic chimney arrangement.

That seemed too obvious,’ explains

Simon. ‘Instead, she wanted the

range set into the large island facing

into the room, yet that presented

a challenge in terms of managing

the heat and ventilation. The solution

was to choose a room-vent electric

model, and add high-quality, heat-

proof insulation in the island casing

and a flush-fitting ceiling extractor

in the lowered ceiling above.’

‘Locating the Aga within the island

created the dilemma of what should

be the focal point along the back

wall,’ says Simon. The idea for the

armoire-style piece of furniture

came from Nicci. It was inspired

by a piece of furniture she’d had

in a previous home and houses the

fridge and freezer side by side. It’s

a statement piece with a pediment

top that draws the eye and the

character oak chosen has more

knots, fissures and colour variations

than standard, which makes it

incredibly warm and tactile.’

The layout

The details

This large kitchen is divided
into smaller work stations.
The Aga, main sink and
fridge create a perfect work
triangle, while in another run
of units there is a built-in
combi oven, two larders and
a bar area which houses an
undercounter fridge. The Aga
and a second sink are set
into an island that includes
seating and extra storage.

Installing the Aga
within the island
involved careful

calculations.

The fridge and freezer
are housed side by
side in an armoire-
style cupboard.

The double larders are
Nicci’s favourite features

of the kitchen. ‘I don’t
even mind if the doors
are left open, as I love

seeing inside!’ she says.

SEE PAGE 141 FOR PHONE NUMBERS AND WEBSITES

CABINETRY
Bespoke hand-painted cabinets
from The English Classic range,
with feature pieces made in
character oak and stained to
match existing furniture. Mark
Wilkinson Furniture kitchens 
start at £40,000.

SURFACES
Quartz worktop, col Dreamy
Marfil, £650 sq m (including
installation), Caesarstone. Walls,
painted in Stony Ground, £43.50
for 2.5L Modern Emulsion, Farrow
& Ball. Oak flooring, £110 sq m 
(including installation),
Floorz Hardwood Flooring.

APPLIANCES
Three-oven electric Aga, from
£8,195. H6300 combination oven
with microwave, £1,799; G6665
SCVi XXL integrated dishwasher,
£1,250, both Miele. RF461301
freezer, £5,468; RC462301
fridge, £5,219, both Gaggenau.
UIK1550 undercounter fridge, 
£995, Liebherr.

SINKSANDTAPS
Icerock stainless-steel sinks,
£635 (1.5 bowl) and £300 (single
bowl), Kohler. Mimas pewter
taps, £1,035 and £566 (on single
sink), Perrin & Rowe.

FINISHINGTOUCHES
Titan pendant lights, col Olive
Green, £359 each; Task pendant
lights, col Olive Green, £167
each, Original BTC. Henriksdal
bar stools, £50 each, Ikea. 

T H E  D E S I G N  S O L U T I O N S

A N I S L A N D W I T H
A  R A N G E  C O O K E R

A D I F F E R E N T
F O C A L  P O I N T

2

3

‘Plenty of storage and organised

work areas create a successful

layout, but we didn’t want that to

dominate the look – it is important

that the whole scheme is beautifully

balanced,’ says Simon. ‘We also

wanted to make it easy for people

using the space. There are two

double larders, for instance, where

the family can help themselves to

cereals and snacks in one without

disturbing cooking ingredients in the

other. Also, the integrated bar area is

outside the main cooking area, which

makes it very accessible to guests.’
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Coast and country
ARTIST DEBBIE BELL HAS DESIGNED A COTTAGE-STYLE GARDEN

FULL OF SURPRISES ON A STEEP SLOPE OVERLOOKING LYME BAY 



DORSET  GARDEN

Debbie’s studio is built into
the sloping garden and is
viewed here across magenta
Dianthus carthusianorum,
globes of echinops and a
standard olive tree. »
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When artist and gardener Debbie Bell swapped rural Somerset

for life in Lyme Regis on the Dorset coast in the 1990s she

discovered a whole new world of plants. ‘I found that virtually

anything would grow here, including the Mediterranean plants

that had failed in my previous garden,’ says Debbie. Since 2009

she and her partner, Peter, have lived at Little Cliff, a 1930s

former chauffeur’s residence in an acre of steeply sloping  

garden with spectacular views across Lyme Bay.

The garden was already home to a fine collection of mature

trees and shrubs when Debbie took it on. ‘I liked the way it just

ran down the hillside in a very natural way so we decided not to

terrace the garden,’ she says. ‘However, I still wanted to create a

sequence of separate rooms to introduce an element of surprise.’

Debbie and her gardener, Spike, have worked hard over the years

to blend the traditional English garden style, found in places like

Sissinghurst in Kent, with a coastal garden look using exotics and

tender plants to capitalise on the site’s frost-free location. Visits

to Abbotsbury Subtropical Gardens along the coast near Weymouth

provided inspiration as well as unusual plants, as did Desert to

Jungle, a nursery specialising in large-leaved exotics near Taunton.

A sequence of distinctive garden rooms now step down the

hillside, linked by exuberant planting and ever-present glimpses

of the sea. Immediately behind the house, the box-edged borders

are a cottage mix of herbaceous perennials flowering in purples,

blues and pinks including agapanthus, hardy geraniums, salvias,

*
Owners Debbie Bell and her

partner, Peter, plus cats Odin and
Thor. Their six children and three

grandchildren are frequent visitors.

House A 1930s chauffeur’s
residence for the large house next

door, restored and extended in
2001, on the edge of Lyme Regis.

Garden One acre of sloping
ground with free-draining, stony

soil, divided into cottage, hot,
white, vegetable and bog gardens
with a studio and summerhouse.

A T  H O M E  W I T H . . .

Topiary yews mark the
start of the path leading

from the lawn to the lower
garden. The flower-filled

border is planted with
scabious, salvias, Verbena

bonariensis, heleniums
and Sisyrinchium striatum.

»
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Whatmakes this
garden so special...

‘Thanks to the
climate, the

diverse range of
plants we are
able to grow

here is thrilling
when compared
with gardening
further inland’

The bog garden
is home to hostas,

ferns, lysichitons
and astilbes.

The greenhouse to the 
side of the potager
vegetable garden
complete with currant
bushes and rhubarb bed.

DORSET  GARDEN

A roped
boardwalk
provides a
path across
damp ground.

A candle lantern
sits on the decking
by the house
beside a blue,
purple and
pink border. 
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echinops and eryngiums, swirling around clipped evergreens

such as box, bay, lime-green conifers and standard olive trees.

‘I love topiary – it’s so good for winter structure,’ says Debbie.

On the east side of the garden, a path edged with topiary bay

lollipops and a mix of lavenders leads from the house to Debbie’s

studio, a small timber building on stilts with a little balcony. Her

vividly coloured paintings inspired by literature and images of

India are filled with animals, birds, fruit, flowers and, of course,

topiary. ‘I think the painting and the gardening feed into each

other,’ says Debbie. ‘I certainly see the garden in my head and

have a very strong image of how I want it to look.’

Below the pastel-hued cottage garden, colours get warmer and

leaves bigger and bolder. ‘Strong oranges and reds mix well with

plants that have a subtropical feel like palms, cordylines and

succulents,’ says Debbie. There are exotics here including toothed

Dasylirion serratifolium, deep-purple Aeonium ‘Zwartkop’, Strelitzia

reginae, the bird of paradise, tender bananas and tawny Isoplexis

canariensis, the Canary Island foxglove. Plants that need protection

in winter, from wet rather than cold, are kept in pots so they can

be easily moved into an unheated greenhouse. At the centre of

this hot garden a bold umbrella-shaped weeping copper beech,

Fagus sylvatica ‘Purpurea Pendula’, provides a wonderful deep-

purple foil for the array of colourful plants in surrounding beds.

Through yet another opening in a hedge, a potager and white

garden reveal themselves, lighting up a glade between the » 

Potagers
Small kitchen gardens that mix

vegetables, fruit, flowers and herbs
are beautiful as well as productive.

Need to know...
• Choose a sunny but sheltered site
and arrange beds around a central
focal point, such as a sundial, bird

bath or standard clipped tree.

• Edge the beds with plants such
as box, teucrium or Ilex crenata, or
use wooden planks to make raised

beds to contain the soil.

• Grow small amounts of things
you really enjoy eating and add

herbs and edible flowers, such as
nasturtiums, marigolds and borage,

alongside your vegetables.

• Introduce height by using woven
willow and hazel wigwams or

metal obelisks to support climbing
beans or sweet peas. 

Modern
Country
Classic

DORSET  GARDEN

A mix of grasses and
herbaceous perennials,
including achilleas and
knautias, around a
clipped box cone.

Terracotta pots filled
with succulents in
the greenhouse.
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Whatwe lovemost about this garden...
‘The magical atmosphere, especially when a sea mist creeps

up the slope and cools the temperature on a hot summer’s day’

In the lower garden a bench is
surrounded by a mix of grasses
and herbaceous perennials,
including knautias, achillieas,
crocosmia, Verbena bonariensis

and Geranium Patricia.



greenhouse and a mature cornus, heavy with masses of

pink-tinged white bracts from May onwards. ‘I love the way

that a potager contains the vegetable plot and makes it blend into

the garden as a whole rather than being separate,’ says Debbie.

At the end of the garden, past a summerhouse, treehouse and

a steep bank of decorative grasses, is a bog garden where tree

ferns, hostas, skunk cabbage and candelabra primulas revel in the

naturally wet conditions. Little Cliff may be situated on a busy hill

leading out of the town but a gate in the back fence leads directly

into the wilderness of the Undercliff, the wild, jungly stretch of

land created by landslips over many centuries that stretches from

Lyme Regis to Axmouth in Devon. ‘We can walk through the gate

and down to the beach across land that is full of orchids,’ says

Debbie. In the summer, sounds float up from the beach, especially

when sea mists rise up from the shore to envelop the garden.

One challenge is the slope of the garden that is too steep

for pushing wheelbarrows up and down. ‘We use one-tonne bulk

bags – which Peter has access to because he’s in the building

business – and drag them up and down the slope to work the

garden,’ says Debbie. Salty winds can also damage the plants, but

for Debbie ‘a south-facing coastal garden brings far more positives

than negatives’. Having visited Little Cliff, who could disagree?

� Little Cliff, Sidmouth Road, Lyme Regis, Dorset DT7 3EQ,

opens for the National Gardens Scheme on 9 and 11 June and

7 and 9 July, ngs.org.uk. To see Debbie’s art, visit debbiebell.co.uk. 

*

Visit... ‘Forde Abbey & Gardens
(01460 220231, fordeabbey.co.uk)
in Chard. This gorgeous place, with

its huge, walled kitchen garden,
has a great plant nursery, too.’

Shop at... ‘Kathrens Knitwear
(01297 444001, kathrens.co.uk)

in Lyme Regis. It is hard to resist the
designer knitwear by Nicola

Kathrens, including fabulously
intricate stitched and beaded
cardigans, jackets and coats.’

Go for ameal at... ‘The Harbour
Inn (01297 442299,

harbourinnlymeregis.co.uk),
also in Lyme Regis. We like to go

to this family-run restaurant
overlooking the beach and the

Cobb – it serves very good food,
including locally caught fish.’

ON OUR
D OOR S T E P. . .

The Chinese windmill
palm, Trachycarpus
fortunei, sits in a mixed
border with achilleas,
campanulas and a
clipped golden shrub.

The end of the garden shed
is decorated with a large
woven willow heart and a
group of pots planted with
clipped box, pelargoniums,
salvias and lavender.
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Debbie’s picks
for summer

1 Rosa gallica var. officinalis – a
historic variety with a lovely scent.

2 The evergreen succulent aeonium
is extremely easy to propagate.

3 Butterflies and bees love Salvia
sclarea L. var. turkestanica hort.

4 Eryngium ‘Sapphire Blue’ is a pretty
blue sea holly that retains its colour.

5 Salvia involucrata ‘Boutin’ flowers
prolifically from July to November.

6 Rosa ‘Darcey Bussell’ has crimson
blooms with a fruity fragrance.

7 Spiky succulent Dasylirion
serratifolium originates from Mexico.

8Veronicastrum virginicum ‘Fascination’
has slender spikes of tiny flowers.

2

4

NEXT MONTH A ROMANTIC PEMBROKESHIRE GARDEN 

DORSET  GARDEN



24 scented lavender plants for only £7.99

What could be more perfect than
a country garden in summer,

filled with the colour and heady
fragrance of English lavender.
This beautifully aromatic shrub is
easy to grow, highly attractive to

bees and ideal for cutting or drying. 

The English Lavender
Collection comprises:

1 Lavandula angustifolia ‘Hidcote’
(H60cm, spread 30cm).

2 Lavandula angustifolia ‘Munstead’  
(H45cm, spread 60cm).
Supplied as plug plants.

Buy 24 (12 of each) for
£7.99 (usually £19.98).

Buy 48 (24 of each) for
£9.99 (usually £39.96).

Buy 72 (36 of each) for
£14.99 (usually £59.94).

& INTERIORS

How to order

Call 0844 573 1686, quoting XCH504. Online thompson morgan.com/XCH504.  

By post Please complete the form below.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS Lines open 9am-8pm (Mon-Fri) and 9am-6pm (Sat-Sun). Offer available to readers on the UK mainland only. Orders acknowledged
by letter or email, advising you of expected despatch date. Offer subject to availability. Your contract for supply of goods is with Thompson & Morgan, a

company wholly independent of Country Homes & Interiors, published by Time Inc. (UK) Ltd. Country Homes & Interiors will collect your personal information
to process your order and alert you to news, new products, services and offers available from Country Homes & Interiors and from Time Inc by email, phone and

post. You can unsubscribe from emails by clicking unsubscribe from within the email. Closing date: 1 July 2016. Plants despatched from June 2016. 

SEND YOUR ORDER FORM TO: Country Homes & Interiors Lavender Collection Offer, Dept XCH504,  
PO Box 162, Ipswich, Suffolk IP8 3BX

I enclose a cheque made payable to Country Homes & Interiors (please write your name, address and XCH504 

on the back) for the sum of

Name (Mrs/Miss/Ms/Mr)

Address (BLOCK CAPITALS) 

Postcode

Email Daytime telephone no

Country Homes & Interiors, published by Time Inc. (UK) Ltd, will collect your personal information to process your order and alert you to news,
new products, services and offers available from Country Homes & Interiors and Time Inc. Please tick here if you prefer not to be contacted by phone or post.  

Please send me the following: Code

p&p

Grand total

Price Quantity Sub total  

££7.99

£9.99

£14.99

TCB12665CEnglish Lavender Collection (24 plants, 12 of each variety)

English Lavender Collection (48 plants, 24 of each variety)

English Lavender Collection (72 plants, 36 of each variety)

TCB44635C

TCB62750C

£

£

£1.95

£
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Planning a country
wedding? Be sure
to include freesias
in your bouquet
as a symbol of
unconditional
love. Their scent
is intoxicating and
you can choose
from an array of
colours to suit any
wedding scheme.
Traditionally,
white freesias
are given after
seven years of
marriage as a
reminder of the
strength of feeling
for one another. 

2

1

Host your own beach-

cleaning event to keep

Britain’s shores safe

and looking lovely.

Here’s where to start.

Register with the

Marine Conservation

Society (MCS) at

mcsuk.org/beachwatch/

organisers to become

a beach-cleaning host.

Decide on a beach.

Think about the

practicalities of parking

and toilet facilities.

Contact the owner

(often the local council)

to check that they’re

happy for you to proceed.

Check the tides and

plan the timing of your 

event around them.

Publicise your event and

get volunteers to sign

up with the MCS online.

Let the coastguard

know the location,

times and numbers.

Enjoy the day! Call

01989 566017 or

visit mcsuk.org for

more details. 

Care for our coastlines

Cool, comfy and effortlessly stylish,

maxi skirts are our favourite summer

staple. We especially love this

on-trend seafaring stripe design

complete with boho-inspired tassel

ties. Pair with a matching bikini top

for a flattering beach cover-up that’s

ideal for long, sandy seaside strolls. 

3 Lok beach beautiful  

F E E L T H E
L O V E F O R
F R E E S I A S 

1 0 WAY S T O

FASHION, WELLBEING, ECO, PETS, TRAVEL AND OTHER NICE THINGS

Make life loely

HAPPY  THOUGHTS  AND  IDEAS

Amity skirt,
£119; Betty

bikini top, £59,

both Lexington. 

LOVE ECO-FRIENDLY
PICNICWARE

This colourful new Vintage Ivy range
of picnicware from Dotcomgiftshop
is made from an all-natural mix of
bamboo and cornstarch so each plate,
bowl and cup is fully biodegradable
at the end of its life, from £3.95,
dotcomgiftshop.com. »

4
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Empty eggshells are

rich in calcium, so have

a crack at these handy

ways to re-use them

in your home, garden

and beauty regime!

To brighten your whites

the natural way, place

a couple of eggshells

inside a small muslin

bag secured tightly with

a knot, and pop into

your washing machine.

Scour pots and pans

with this non-toxic

household abrasive.

Simply combine

crushed eggshells with

soapy water and buff

away dried-on stains.

Give seedlings a head

start by sowing into

biodegradable eggshell 

‘planters’. Make a hole

in the bottom for

drainage before illing

with compost. When big

enough, plant in the

lowerbed, shell and all.

Treat tired skin to an

exfoliating face mask.

Grind clean eggshells

into a ine powder, then

mix with an egg yolk

and 1 tbsp honey.

Massage gently into

your skin and wash

off after 15 minutes. 

TRY SEAWEED-INFUSED SCRUBS TO GIVE

LACKLUSTRE SKIN A BOOST…

● This stimulating
body wash is
formulated with
laminaria seaweed
extract and a
blend of essential
oils including
geranium,
rosemary and
sage, REN
Seaweed and
Sage body wash,
£15 for 200ml,
Planet Organic. 

● This gentle facial
exfoliant for
sensitive skin
contains extracts
of comfrey and
seaweed, hand-
harvested in
Ireland, that leave
you with a radiant
glow, Radiance
Illuminating
Exfoliating
Gel, £37 for
50ml, Voya. 

● Made in Argyll,
Scotland, this
body cream
contains skin-
boosting vitamin
E and is lightly
scented with
jojoba and
safflower,
Seaweed Body
Cream, £19.50
for 100ml,
Seaweed
Organics.

6 Indulge in a sea spa

SEE PAGE 141 FOR PHONE NUMBERS AND WEBSITES

Well connected
From wirelessly controlled heating and lighting to pet
and fitness trackers, smart technology is everywhere. But
how much do we really know about it? Visit live-smart.co,
a fantastic website that uses jargon-free descriptions and
real-life examples to demonstrate how different systems
work, helping you to find the best tech products to
improve your home and lifestyle.  

8

Make sure the world (and its dog!)

knows who your furry friend belongs

to with a bespoke tag in genuine walnut

wood from Clouds 

and Currents.

Choose from a

circle, heptagon or

square, prices start 

at £13, available

from Not on the

High Street. »

9 Kep your pet safe & sound

5 Get clever with eggshells Buy British7
ANOTHER COUNTRY

Another Country was
established in 2010 with
the aim of producing
sustainable, simple and
stylish furniture, lighting and
accessories. The brand’s
design heritage is firmly
rooted in Dorset and the
area has been a constant
source of inspiration. The 
new Pewter Series
is the result of the 

collaboration with
family-run manufacturer
Wentworth Pewter. ‘Pewter
is one of Britain’s oldest
manufacturing industries
and we wanted to make this
much-loved material relevant
for today’s market,’ says
Catherine Aitken, Another
Country’s Studio Manager.
The pewter sugar bowl and
milk jug (shown, £55) sit
perfectly with the existing
tableware collection. 

HAPPY  THOUGHTS  AND  IDEAS
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We love it because…

It offers affordable chic

and a laid-back lifestyle

by Camber Sands – it’s

dog-friendly, too.

What is the

accommodation like?

Comfortable and cool.

There are 20 bedrooms

all furnished in coastal

colours with driftwood

furniture, and comfy

beds with crisp bedlinen

and duck down duvets.

Larger rooms also

include a selection  

of books, velvet

furnishings and

kingsize beds. Choose  

a room in the main

house or book the

larger cottage, which

is a short drive away.

And the food? Scandi

style meets New

England in the smart

restaurant, where

head chef Oliver Joyce

sources local and

sustainable ingredients

to create delicious

seasonal dishes.

Howmuch? From £95

a night for a double

room with breakfast.

The Gallivant in Rye,

01797 225057,

thegallivant.co.uk.

T H E G A L L I VA N T  I N  RY E ,  
E A S T  S U S S E X 

We love it because…

It’s ideal for a relaxed

weekend away with

interesting places to

visit nearby. This listed

building sits by the

River Avon in charming

Bradford-on-Avon,

which is known for its

impressive abundance

of historic architecture. 

What is the

accommodation like?

Choose rooms in the

oldest part of the building

with beamed ceilings, and

freestanding baths, or opt

for bright airy loft suites

in contemporary style.

And the food? This is a

tranquil place to unwind

with food served all day 

and a regularly changing

menu featuring delicious

West Country produce.

Choose from breakfast,

lunch or dinner to hearty

bar snacks on the terrace

with river views.

Howmuch? From £95

a night for a double room

with breakfast.

Timbrell’s Yard,

01225 869492,

timbrellsyard.com.

We love it because…

This family-friendly

accommodation is set  

in beautiful green

countryside on Lough

Erne with a modern

country-style restaurant,

and a wealth of outdoor

activities to enjoy.

What is the

accommodation like?

Choose from luxury

lodges on the lakeshore

or try a woodland dome

for stargazing.

And the food? Delicious

meals featuring locally

sourced and fresh

seasonal produce are

served in the Kitchen

restaurant, as well  

as afternoon teas.

Any activities? Explore

the area on a cycling

trail, enjoy a game of

tennis or relax with  

a spot of ishing.

Howmuch? From

£395 for a four-night

stay in a lodge.  

Finn Lough,

028 683 80360,

innlough.com.

SAVOUR DELICIOUS FOOD THEN SETTLE DOWN FOR THE NIGHT IN

A BEACHSIDE BOLTHOLE, RIVERSIDE INN OR LAKESIDE LODGE

T I M B R E L L’ S  YA R D ,  W I L T S H I R E 

F I N N  L OUG H ,  CO  F E R M A NAG H 

Enjoy wateside estaurants with roms

HAPPY  THOUGHTS  AND  IDEAS

10
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A
passion for colour and design

lies behind Susie Watson

Designs, with everything

beautifully handmade. Choose from

gorgeous cushions in hand-printed

linens, classic striped cottons and

hand-stitched appliqués. Cushions are

handmade, with a cotton background,

piped and filled with a feather pad.

As well as cushions, you can also

use your discount on the Susie

Watson Designs range of elegant

fabrics in 100% cotton. You can

choose fabrics that are double width

and woven with a horizontal stripe, 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS This 15% offer is valid on selected cushions and cotton fabrics only, in any Susie Watson Designs shop
and online at susiewatsondesigns.co.uk. It is valid until 15 July 2016. The promotional 15% discount applies to the order total,

excluding delivery. UK mainland deliveries start at £5.99. Please contact Susie Watson Designs for a quote on large deliveries and for
delivery locations outside the UK. The original page must be presented in shops, no photocopies and only one per customer. Offer

cannot be used in conjunction with any other offer or at concessions in other shops. Minimum fabric order is 1m.

Save 15% at Susie Watson Designs
GIVE YOUR HOME A FRESH NEW LOOK FOR SUMMER WITH

THIS EXCLUSIVE DISCOUNT ON SELECTED BEAUTIFUL

HANDMADE CUSHIONS AND PRETTY COTTON FABRICS

Chosen by us for you

Curtain in Ivory/

Red Vintage Stripe,

£39 m; lined in

Red/Ivory Stripe,

£42 m; trimmed

with Duck Egg/

Fuchsia/Pale Olive

pom poms, £15  m.

designed to be used as a vertical

stripe on curtains and blinds. The

beauty of this is that the width

becomes the drop, avoiding visible

seams. The majority of the thick-

weave cottons are suitable for

curtains and upholstery.

For more information, please visit

susiewatsondesigns.co.uk.

•How to claim your 15% discount

Take this page to any Susie Watson

Designs shop, or shop online at

susiewatsondesigns.co.uk and use

the code CHI2016 at the checkout.

Linen Lovebirds

appliqué design

cushion, £52;

Bloomsbury Linen

cushion, £48.
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The smoky, rich taste of food 

cooked over an open fire

with charcoal or wood is

one of country life’s true

pleasures. Break away

from bangers and burgers,

and wow everyone with

these sublime main courses, 

salads and desser ts from

chef Ben Tish. 

CHARCOAL   
    GOING...

Let ’s get the

GOOD  T IMES , GOOD  FOOD



Grilled lobster with
smoked butter »
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Barbecued
mushrooms with

rosemary and garlic
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Paella 

So, what to cook on?
Times have changed, and the choice of

barbecues available now is staggering.

Grill expert and chef Ben Tish of Ember Yard

(emberyard.co.uk), who came up with these

recipes, says, ‘Many people have embraced

the Weber kettle-style barbecue and all the

accessories that go with it, right down to the

gloves and tongs. And very good they are, too.

Then there’s the Big Green Egg, which is very

special, but also very expensive thanks to its

NASA-designed insulation that lets you crank

up the heat to ridiculously high temperatures.

At our restaurant, we use a Robata-style grill, as

favoured by the Japanese. But actually all you

really need is a sturdy, robust barbecue with a

large surface area, and a lid so you can smoke

food. I’m not a huge fan of the gas barbecue,

but if you have one, do use it for these recipes;

you’ll just end up with different flavours.’ »

GOOD  T IMES , GOOD  FOOD
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SERVES 4

2 x lobsters (750g-1kg each), preferably native

Sea salt and freshly ground black pepper

100g smoked butter, at room

temperature (see recipe, right)

You’ll also need oak or apple wood chips  

for the fire 

1 If you have live lobsters, put them in

the freezer for an hour or so (but be careful

not to freeze them) – this will put them

to sleep, so that they can be dispatched as

humanely as possible.

2 Light the barbecue and set for direct cooking.

3 On the stove top, bring a large pan of salted

water to the boil over a high heat. Plunge the

lobsters into the boiling water and cook for

3 minutes before removing and plunging into

cold water to stop the cooking process; the

lobsters will be partly cooked at this stage.

4 Place the lobsters on their backs on a

chopping board and, using a large, heavy-

bladed knife, cut them in half lengthwise. Start

by inserting the tip of the knife at the base

of the tail behind the head and cutting down

through the tail. Next, turn the lobster around

and cut cleanly through the head; depending

on the thickness of the shell, you may need

to press the knife down to chop through it.

Discard the coral and intestine from the head

and crack each claw with the heel of a knife

or a claw cracker. Be careful not to smash the

claws completely – you just want to crack the

shell and expose the meat.

5 Season the lobster meat and smear the

tails with some of the smoked butter. Throw

a good handful of wood chips on the charcoal

and place the lobsters, shell-side down, on

the grill. Close the lid of the barbecue and

cook the lobsters for 6 minutes until the

meat is just cooked through and the shell 

has started to blacken.

6 Remove the lobsters from the grill and

serve with the rest of the smoked butter on

the side. A lobster pick or metal skewer is

a handy tool for getting all the small pieces 

of meat out from the knuckles.

MAKES 500G

500g cold unsalted butter, diced

Set up the device in the barbecue with wood

chips and get it going. Scatter the diced butter in

a single layer on a baking sheet. Place it on the

rack in the barbecue, close the lid and vent, and

cold-smoke for 1 hour. Transfer the butter to a

container, cover and chill for at least 2 hours.

GRILLEDLOBSTERWITH
SMOKEDBUTTER
Lobster is fantastic cooked over charcoal, and

the shell imparts a sweet-smokiness as it chars.

SMOKEDBUTTER
This needs a cold-smoking device (try

Not on the High Street) and wood chips.

SERVES 4

100g unsalted butter, softened

2 garlic cloves, finely chopped

3 rosemary sprigs, leaves chopped, stalks

reserved

2 tsp dark soy sauce

Sea salt and freshly ground black pepper

8-12 portobello or flat-cap meaty mushrooms,

stalks intact

Olive oil, for cooking  

1 First, light the barbecue and set for 

direct/indirect cooking.

2 Place the butter in a bowl and stir through

the garlic, chopped rosemary and soy sauce,

then season with pepper. Leave out of the fridge.

3 Clean the mushrooms with damp kitchen

paper, if necessary, and trim the very ends of

the stalks. Drizzle with olive oil and season.

4 Dampen the rosemary stalks with a little

water and throw them onto the charcoal. Place

the mushrooms gill-side up on the grill in the

direct heat zone and divide half the butter

between the mushroom cups, then close the lid

of the barbecue. Cook for 5 minutes, then check

to see if the mushrooms are cooked through.

5 Transfer the cooked mushrooms to the

perimeter of the indirect heat zone. Divide

the remaining butter evenly between them

and leave for a minute or two to let the 

butter melt before serving.

BARBECUEDMUSHROOMS
WITHROSEMARYANDGARLIC
Choose firm meaty mushrooms for barbecuing,

such as porcini, king oyster or big flat portobellos. 

GOOD  T IMES , GOOD  FOOD
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Florentine-style steak 

BRINE FOR RED MEAT
Place 100g coarse sea salt, 50g demerara

sugar, 1 tbsp honey, 2 bay leaves, 8 black

peppercorns and 4 cloves in a medium

non-reactive saucepan with 1L water. Slowly

bring to the boil, stirring as you go to dissolve

the salt and sugar. Remove from the heat and

allow to cool before using. Makes 1L. »



Seasonal salad of
heritage carrots, leaves

and radish



SERVES 4

2 x T-bone steaks (around 1kg each) or

2 sirloin or rump steaks of similar thickness

(around 600g each)

Brine for red meat (see recipe, page 127)

Sea salt and freshly ground black pepper

Olive oil, for cooking

Extra-virgin olive oil, to drizzle

3 garlic cloves, finely chopped

2 sprigs rosemary, leaves finely chopped  

Finely grated zest of 1 lemon

You’ll also need a cold-smoking device and 

oak wood dust 

1 Submerge the steaks in the brine in a

non-reactive container and leave for 1 hour.

2 Light and set the cold-smoking device in

the barbecue. Place the steaks on the rack

in the barbecue and smoke for 2 hours and

20 minutes. Transfer the steaks to a bowl,

then cover and allow to rest in the fridge 

for at least 4 hours, or overnight.

3 Light the barbecue and set for direct/

indirect cooking.

4 Season the steaks, rub with a little olive

oil and then place on the grill over the direct

heat zone. Cook for 3 minutes until nicely

charred and caramelised, then turn them

over and cook for a further 3 minutes before

transferring them to the perimeter of the

indirect heat zone for 2 minutes to rest. These

cooking times will give you medium-rare

steaks – if you want them cooked medium,

then add another 2 minutes for each side.

5 Transfer the steaks to a chopping board.

Cut the meat off the bone (if necessary), then

thickly slice each piece before reassembling.

Transfer to a clean board or platter, drizzle

with extra-virgin olive oil and sprinkle over

the garlic, rosemary and lemon zest.»

FLORENTINE STYLE STEAK
Inspired by the rustic simplicity of Tuscan cooking,

this steak is first brined and cold-smoked.

4 Throw a handful of wood chips onto the

coals, then close the lid of the barbecue and

cook the paella for 8 minutes, by which time

the rice and seafood should be just cooked

through. Squeeze over some lemon juice,

sprinkle over the parsley and serve.

PAELLA
Cooking paella on a barbecue adds an extra touch

of smoke and flame to the perfect party dish.

SERVES ABOUT 6

Olive oil, for cooking

250g spicy cooking chorizo, skinned and roughly

chopped

2 large chicken thighs or rabbit legs, boned, cut

into bite-size pieces

1 large onion, finely chopped

2 garlic cloves, finely chopped

2 small red peppers, deseeded and finely

chopped

1 chilli, finely chopped

1 tbsp smoked paprika

500g paella rice (such as Bomba or Calasparra)

1 tsp saffron threads, infused in 1 tsp warm water 

Sea salt and freshly ground black pepper

200ml dry white wine

200ml dry sherry, such as fino

200ml good-quality fish or chicken stock

500g whole plum tomatoes, finely chopped 

200g mussels, cleaned and debearded

200g squid, cleaned and cut into bite-size pieces  

6 large tiger prawns with shells on

Juice of 1 lemon and ½ bunch flat-leaf parsley,

finely chopped, to serve

You’ll also need oak, apple or birch wood chips

for the fire

1 Light the barbecue and set for direct cooking. 

2 Set a paella pan or large ovenproof frying

pan in the direct heat zone of the barbecue and

add some olive oil. Throw in the chorizo and

cook for 2 minutes, stirring briskly, to release

its juices. Add the chicken or rabbit and brown

on each side before adding the onion, garlic,

peppers and chilli. Cook for 5-6 minutes,

stirring as you go, until everything has

softened but not coloured. Now add the

paprika, rice and saffron and stir everything

together well. Season, then stir in the wine,

sherry, stock and tomatoes and leave to cook

for 12 minutes without stirring. The idea with

paella is that you let the rice in contact with

the base and sides of the pan lightly

caramelise, unlike a risotto.

3 Now stir the mussels into the rice and place

the squid and prawns on top of the rice,

without stirring them through. If the rice is

looking too dry, add a little water at this stage.

GOOD  T IMES , GOOD  FOOD
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Caramelised oranges
with orange flower

yogurt and honeycomb
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SERVES 4

Butter, for greasing

100g caster sugar

35g liquid glucose 

3 tsp honey

1 tsp bicarbonate of soda

4 small oranges, such as blood oranges, or 

2 large navel oranges

200g caster sugar, plus extra for dusting

150g thick Greek yogurt

1 tsp culinary orange flower water 

1 Make the honeycomb ahead. Lightly grease

a baking sheet with butter. Place the sugar,

glucose, honey and 1 tbsp water in a medium

saucepan and cook over high heat on the stove

top until golden brown. Immediately add the

bicarbonate of soda and give it three sharp

whisks – the honeycomb will rapidly expand

and rise up like an erupting volcano. When this

happens, give it another quick whisk then

remove the pan from the heat and pour the

frothing honeycomb onto the prepared sheet.

Leave to settle and get cold. The honeycomb

keeps for up to a week in an airtight container

(but not in the fridge, or it will lose its crunch).

2 Light the barbecue and set for direct cooking.

3 Slice the top and bottom off each orange,

then sit it on a chopping board. Using a sharp

paring knife, carefully cut away all the skin

and pith from the oranges, then slice each one

into 4 even rounds. Dust with the extra sugar,

then place on the grill and cook for 3 minutes

either side until charred and tender.

4 Meanwhile, place the remaining 200g sugar

and 200ml of water in a large non-stick frying

pan. Heat on the barbecue, without stirring,

until you have a deep-brown caramel.

Carefully transfer the oranges to the pan and

move it to the edge of the barbecue to cook

slowly for 5 minutes or until the oranges are

syrupy, soft and delicious. Remove from the

heat but leave the oranges to cool in the syrup.

5 Whisk the yogurt with the orange flower water

and serve with the oranges. Drizzle with a little

syrup and scatter with crumbled honeycomb.

CARAMELISEDORANGES
WITHORANGE FLOWER
YOGURTANDHONEYCOMB
This recipe makes extra honeycomb, but it keeps

for a few days and adds crunch to other puds.

SERVES 4

1.2kg mixed heritage or bunched organic carrots,

stalks removed (save feathery tops for the salad)

50g unsalted butter

1½ tbsp extra-virgin olive oil   

3 garlic cloves, crushed

1½ tbsp cumin seeds

Sea salt and freshly ground black pepper

50g French Breakfast or White Icicle radishes,

trimmed

2 handfuls mixed salad leaves

1½ tbsp blossom honey

1½ tbsp red wine vinegar  

1 First light the barbecue and set for 

direct/indirect cooking.

2 Spread out a double layer of foil large

enough to enclose the carrots. Place the

carrots on the foil, then dot with the butter

and add a drizzle of the olive oil, reserving the

rest. Scatter over the garlic and 1 tbsp of the

cumin seeds, then season well before wrapping

up the foil to make a well-sealed parcel.

3 Using long-handled tongs, nestle the parcel

into the coals and cook for about 35-45

minutes, depending on the thickness of the

carrots. When they are ready, they should be

nice and tender. Carefully remove the parcel

from the barbecue, then leave to rest and cool

for 15 minutes.

4 Meanwhile, use a pestle and mortar or

spice grinder to coarsely crush the remaining

cumin seeds. Finely slice the radishes and

place in a bowl, along with the salad leaves.

Cut the carrots into diagonal wedges and 

add to the bowl.

5 To make the salad dressing, whisk together

the honey, vinegar and remaining olive oil,

then stir in the crushed cumin seeds. Pour the

dressing over the salad and toss well, mixing

in any feathery carrot tops. Season with salt

and freshly ground black pepper and serve.

SEASONAL SALADOFHERITAGE
CARROTS, LEAVESANDRADISH
Choose colourful heritage carrots to give this

salad visual appeal, and cook in a foil parcel to

retain their natural sweetness and flavour.

NEXT MONTH SAVOURING SUMMER NIGHTS

Recipes
from Grill

Smoke BBQ

by Ben Tish
(£19.99,
Quadrille).S
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I
’m a fabric hoarder – I have piles

of it!’ says Sue Maullin, founder of

Sussex-based Bunting Boutique. Her

love of fabrics, along with a passion for

sewing, has led to her business making

beautiful handmade bunting, ranging

from classic florals to designs made from

vintage fabrics, doilies and even paper.

‘I grew up around sewing and have

always loved it,’ says Sue. ‘My mum sewed

when I was a child and my nan created

lovely cross-stitched tablecloths. I was

fascinated by my nan’s sewing basket

and soon developed a love for embroidery.

I remember having plenty of mini sewing

projects on the go from an early age.’

Not surprisingly, Sue veered towards

arty subjects at school before doing a

foundation course, followed by a fashion

textiles degree at Brighton. After she

graduated, she worked in the accessory

field designing and making handbags.

She moved into the textile industry and

made interior samples, hand-appliquéing

fabrics from her studio, a listed former 

farmhouse in East Sussex that is divided

up into studios for craftspeople.

The idea for Bunting Boutique came

about when she was pregnant with her

daughter Connie in 2008. ‘I began to look

for ways to incorporate my collection of

vintage fabrics into something new. By

2009, I had started to develop one-off

strands of bunting using vintage doilies

and lace. The response from my friends

and fellow artists at my studio was very

positive and it seemed to be a good fit

with everything else that was happening

in my life at the time – I was able to develop

my ideas while seeing to Connie’s needs.’

Sue was keen to come up with a name

that did justice to her handmade, one-off

pieces. Bunting Boutique was a play on

words that flowed nicely. ‘It was important

to have a name that reflected the quality

of the handmade product I was providing,

and incorporating the word bunting was

great for search engine optimisation.’

Sue’s business grew through word of

mouth. She made bunting for friends, » 

‘I WANTED TO
CREATE EXQUISITE

HANDMADE BUNTING’

Bunting maker Sue Maulin 

MY COUNTRY  BUS INESS
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Sue is busy at work
in her studio, which
is located in a listed
former farmhouse.



then started an Etsy shop, before setting

up a website. She promoted the business

though Facebook and Pinterest, and also

attended wedding and vintage fairs.

Sue makes a wide range of different

bunting but specialises in vintage. ‘The

bunting strands are little works of art in

their own right, with added details such

as a crocheted doily, a gorgeous trim detail

or an area of hand-embroidery giving each

piece its own unique story.

‘I was one of the first people to make

vintage doily bunting and it was incredibly

popular. It helped promote me as it was so

in demand for weddings and it is still my

bestseller,’ says Sue. Other vintage designs

are made from tablecloths and napkins, as 

well as old paper. Sue spends a lot of time

hunting at car-boot sales and flea markets

for suitable material. ‘Vintage is very

popular at the moment so it’s getting

harder to get hold of beautiful old linens.’

Sue sells designs to suit a variety of

needs, including a classic range that is

great for parties and events, a range that

can be used in children’s bedrooms, tiny

bunting for caravans and smaller spaces,

a wedding range, and a designer selection

made using fabrics from companies such

as Liberty. She even does a Christmas

collection with Advent bunting that has

little pockets to be filled with treats.

Business isn’t just confined to the

summer. ‘The online shop is pretty busy

all year, although there is more demand

during the run up to Christmas. My

bespoke work takes me in lots of different

directions and I also produce personalised

pieces for children’s bedrooms, parties and

christenings,’ says Sue. ‘A big part of my

bespoke service is working with corporate

clients for events, shops, promotional

stands and TV commercials.’ Sue’s bunting

has even made an appearance at a garden

party in an episode of Downton Abbey.

Her inspiration comes from the fabrics

themselves. ‘I keep all my collected

treasures in baskets, old suitcases and

tins, and seeing all these amazing vintage

linens, doilies, trims and buttons together

is so inspiring. I don’t use everything

immediately but each piece will find its

special place eventually.’

The studio also provides inspiration.

‘It’s an amazing space and has a great

vibe as everyone loves what they’re doing.

We can bounce ideas off each other and

it’s perfect for getting feedback. I enjoy

running my own business as it allows

me to have a great working life that fits

around Connie. I feel incredibly fortunate

to be doing something that I love.’

� Bunting Boutique, 07900 908393,

buntingboutique.co.uk. »

What I loe most...
‘HEARING HOW SPECIAL MY BUNTING HAS MADE A WEDDING 

VENUE, PROMOTIONAL EVENT OR CHILD’S BEDROOM’

Sue with her
daughter Connie
at a vintage fair.
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Sue’s trusty Bernina
sewing machine sits
under a moodboard

filled with design ideas.

Sue cuts out bunting
triangles from vintage
fabric. She also makes
paper bunting from old
children’s books and
music sheets (below).

Classic floral
bunting alongside a
design made using

vintage doilies.

MY COUNTRY  BUS INESS
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*

Visit… ‘The South Downs – we’re
really fortunate to have this

beautiful area nearby and the sea
on our doorstep. There are so many

great views and walks to be had,
from the views across Devil’s Dyke

to the Undercliff walk between 
Brighton and Saltdean.’

Shopat… ‘Real Patisserie (01273
711110, realpatisserie.co.uk) in

Hove. They’re a small, independent
chain that has managed to grow

their business while retaining
a personal level of customer

service and a very tasty product.’

Goforamealat… ‘The Gun
(01825 872361, elitepubs.co.uk)
in Heathfield. We discovered this

gem of a pub when we were
on a camping holiday nearby.’

ON OUR
D OOR S T E P. . .

Sue and Connie
enjoy a walk in
the grounds of

Petworth House.
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Aniche business specialises in
selling a particular product and
caters for a small target market and a
very specific customer – Sue Maullin’s
Bunting Boutique is a successful
example. With the advent of the
internet and search engines, small niche
businesses have thrived. The popularity
of social media means that identifying
and reaching a target audience has
never been easier. A niche business
is now a much more viable option as
customers can easily access specialised
suppliers online. The key is to identify
your market – it should be one that is
currently under-served and overlooked
– and work out how you can serve it.
You will then find that your specialist
knowledge gives you a unique selling
point and a marketing advantage.

‘Niche businesses are a real success
story,’ says Emma Jones, founder of
Enterprise Nation, a small business
community of around 75,000 people.
‘At Enterprise Nation, we see a lot of
niche businesses and we absolutely
love them. These business owners know
what they are offering and exactly who
their customer is – where they are, what
they are reading, where they go online
and so on. They are only promoting
their business to a very specific set of
customers and that helps to keep their
marketing costs relatively low. In turn,
niche businesses will find that their 

customer loyalty is high as people can
only buy from them.

‘Once you have come up with your
idea and a business plan and are up
and running, the key is to ensure you
make as many sales as possible while
keeping costs low to ensure a profit.’
Emma’s top tips include:

Sell through a website. ‘Sales can be
made online and you can get a template
website for free or at a low cost. Look at
sites such as moonfruit.com, wix.com
and weebly.com – all of them allow you
to upload products and sell online,’ says
Emma. ‘The low-fee, paid-for options
come with benefits such as coupons for
Google AdsWords to get you started
with paid advertising on Google, Google
Analytics, Paypal buttons, Twitter feeds
and contact form builders.’

Create an online relationship with
potential customers. ’Social media
is ideal for the niche business owner
as it allows you to engage with
customers and raise your profile,’
says Emma. ‘Also, if you have a visual
business – such as Bunting Boutique
– you can upload photos of your
products on Pinterest and Instagram
and they will be seen by lots of people.’

Go direct to customers. ‘You don’t
have to open a shop,’ says Emma. ‘You 

can sell direct to customers at farmers’
markets and pop-up shops, or look into
shop shares or rent-a-shelf. Websites
such as appearhere.co.uk can also help
you to sell direct.’

Work with high-street retailers or
other retail partners. ‘We do a lot of
work with John Lewis as we pitch things 
like giftware to them,’ says Emma.

Keep your business based at home
so you don’t have the expense of office
space or a daily commute.

Make the most of technology.
Consider xero.com, an accountancy
tool costing from £8 a month that can
help you stay on top of cashflow.

Beg, borrow or barter. ‘If you are in the
early stages of developing a business,
our three words of advice are beg,
borrow and barter. For example, if you
need a sewing machine, see if you can
borrow one from someone and do
something for them in return.’

Raise your profile. ‘Engage with
journalists who reach your customers.
But before you make contact, know
your story and what makes you unique.’
� For more information about
Enterprise Nation, visit
enterprisenation.com. 

HOW TO CREATE A SUCCESSFUL
NICHE BUSINESS

Follow our guide to specialising and becoming an expert in your ield

Smal busine� advice

‘IF YOU ARE LABOURING OVER AN IDEA, PUT IT TO ONE SIDE FOR A WHILE.

I FIND THINGS USUALLY WORK BETTER WHEN IDEAS FLOW NATURALLY’

The one le�on I’e learned...

NEXT MONTH FURNITURE PAINTING WORKSHOPS
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Free mini beauty treatment
from a choice of 6 treatments
at The Beauty Group

48 free cottage garden
perennials worth £39.96*

Get over 40% off a collage
canvas print at PhotoBox

EXCLUSIVE TO SUBSCRIBERS

30% off gorgeous
Seaspray swimwear

Discover Murad skincare
with 20% off

20% off stunning new designs
at Within Home

PLUS! Save up to 20% on an overnight
stay at your choice of 20 Hand Picked Hotels
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•Make posies and swags with country herbs and lowers

•What to pack for glamping, B&Bing and beachside

•Savour summer evenings with the  
perfect menu for entertaining
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Five-star European river cruises
Eight days from £999 a person; 15 days  

from £1,499 a person.

Few ships can match the luxury and elegance of our
selection of five-star vessels on the Rhine, Danube,  

Moselle, Main, Rhône or Seine.

Buy one,
get one
FREE

cruise ofer!

& INTERIORS

No-fly cruises in Europe and beyond
Don’t miss out on this very special offer! A second passenger

travels FREE** on a selection of summer and autumn 2017
sailings on board Columbus sailing from London Tilbury.

Book before 30 June 2016 and you can enjoy great value, no-fly
voyages to a variety of fascinating destinations with the second 

passenger sharing a cabin travelling absolutely FREE!

Your cruise includes: Full-board accommodation* Ports of call 

* On-board entertainment* Leisure facilities

To book or for a free brochure,
call 01283 523454 or visit cohriviera.co.uk

*Supplements applicable for certain regional stations. Cruise durations may
vary. Additional entrance costs may apply. Prices are per person, based on two

sharing and subject to finite availability. Images used in conjunction with
Riviera Travel. Offer operated by and subject to the booking conditions of

Riviera Travel Ltd, ABTA V4744, ATOL 3430, a company wholly independent of 
Country Homes & Interiors, published by Time Inc. (UK) Ltd.

**Buy one, get one free when booked by midnight on 30 June 2016 and
quoting promotional code 7H5MUB. Subject to availability. May be withdrawn
at any time. Prices above are for the lowest available cabin type. A selection of
cabin types are available at ranging prices. Calls from a landline or mobile are

charged at local rates. Travel insurance not included. Prices based on two
people sharing. Single supplement applies. Offers operated by Newmarket

Promotions Ltd ABTA V787X, a company wholly independent of Country 
Homes & Interiors, published by Time Inc. (UK) Ltd.

To book, visit newmarket.travel/CTM
or call 0330 160 7884 quoting code CTM

Cruise Duration Price from

Bruges, Medieval Flanders, Amsterdam
& the Dutch Bulbfields

8 days £999pp

The Blue Danube 8 days £999pp

Rhine, Strasbourg & Heidelberg 8 days £1,099pp

Burgundy, Provence & the River Rhône 8 days £1,099pp

Rhine & Moselle 8 days £1,199pp

Medieval Germany 8 days £1,199pp

Rhine Cruise to Switzerland 8 days £1,199pp

The Seine, Paris & Normandy 8 days £1,299pp

The Douro, Oporto & Salamanca 8 days £1,399pp

Cruise the Heart of Europe 15 days £1,499pp

Cruise Nights Departure 1st passenger
price from

2nd
passenger

Amsterdam & Antwerp 3 11/06/2017 £459 FREE

Majestic Fjordland 6 14/06/2017 £869 FREE

British Isles Discovery 9 20/06/2017 £1,339 FREE

Iceland & Northern Isles 12 11/07/2017 £1,789 FREE

Baltic Cities &
St Petersburg

12 23/07/2017 £1,789 FREE

Amsterdam & Antwerp   
Bank Holiday

3 25/08/2017 £419 FREE

Scottish Highlights  
& Faroes

7 28/08/2017 £1,019 FREE

British Isles Discovery 9 04/09/2017 £1,339 FREE

Baltic Treasures &
St Petersburg

12 13/09/2017 £1,739 FREE

Majestic Autumn Fjordland 7 25/09/2017 £989 FREE

Spain, Portugal, France  
& Gibraltar 12 02/10/2017 £1,509 FREE

Canary Islands & Madeira 15 14/10/2017 £1,779 FREE

Grand Cuba, Belize,
Panama & Caribbean

46 29/10/2017 £5,439 FREE

Choice of 10 stunning cruises – please see the  
table below or visit cohriviera.co.uk.

Selected departures up to November 2016 and April to
November 2017, the price includes: Return rail* and Eurostar,

or flights, taxes and transfers* Five-star cabins with hotel-standard
beds, private bathrooms and river views* Exceptional cuisine  

with full-board throughout* Extensive and fully  
inclusive touring programmes



A
A SPLASH OF COLOUR

asplashofcolour.com
AAMACDONALD JOINERY

AND BUILDING 07788 296331
ACORN ANTIQUE INTERIORS

01208 812815
acornantiqueinteriors.co.uk
AGA 0845 712 5207 agaliving.com
AIRBNB airbnb.co.uk
ALFIES ANTIQUE MARKET

020 7723 6066 alfiesantiques.com
ALL THINGS BRIGHTON

BEAUTIFUL

allthingsbrightonbeautiful.co.uk
AMTICO 0121 745 0800 amtico.com
ANNIE SLOAN 01865 713089
anniesloan.co.uk
ANOTHER COUNTRY

020 7486 3251 anothercountry.com
ASHLEY THOMAS

ashleythomasdesign.co.uk
AURO 01452 772020 auro.co.uk

B
B&Q 0333 014 3098 diy.com
BHS 0344 411 6000 bhs.co.uk

BAMBINI 020 7101 4918
bambinifurniture.co.uk
BARBOUR 0800 917 3000
barbour.com
BATHROOM CITY 0121 753 0700
bathroomcity.co.uk
BAYTREE INTERIORS

0808 168 9242
baytree-interiors.co.uk
BEDECK 0333 200 7331
bedeckhome.com
BELVOIR FRUIT FARMS

01476 870286
belvoirfruitfarms.co.uk
BENCHMARK 01488 608020
benchmarkfurniture.com
BIG GREEN EGG 0843 216 2805
biggreenegg.co.uk
BIRDIE FORTESCUE 01328 738634
birdiefortescue.co.uk
BLUEBELLGRAY 0141 221 0724
bluebellgray.com
BOHEMIA 0131 555 2485
bohemiadesign.co.uk
BRIGGS & OLIVER 01484 686092
briggsandoliver.com
BRISSI 020 7229 2323 brissi.com
BROWN’S FOLLY

avonwildlifetrust.org.uk
BURFORD GARDEN COMPANY

01993 823117 burford.co.uk
BURGON & BALL 0114 233 8262
burgonandball.com

C
CAESARSTONE 01706 863600
caesarstone.co.uk

CANVAS HOME 07710 146105
canvashomestore.co.uk
CATH KIDSTON 0845 026 2440
cathkidston.com
CATRIONA STEWART

catrionastewart.co.uk
CELTIC & CO 0844 557 8877
celticandco.com 

CHARLOTTE GAISFORD 01434
689583 charlottegaisford.co.uk
CHRISTINE JONES

christine-jones.com
CICO BOOKS 020 7025 2200
rylandpeters.com
CLEARVIEW STOVES 01588 650123
clearviewstoves.com
CLEY HILL nationaltrust.org.uk
CLOTH & CLOVER 020 7013 0847
clothandclover.com
COLEFAX AND FOWLER

020 7244 7427 colefax.com
COLLIER CAMPBELL 020 8964 5203
colliercampbell.com
COX & COX 0844 858 0744
coxandcox.co.uk
CRAFTY COMPUTER PAPER

0116 2744 755
craftycomputerpaper.co.uk
CROWN 0330 024 0281
crownpaint.co.uk
CUCKOOLAND 01305 231231
cuckooland.com

D
DASH & ALBERT

dashandalberteurope.com
DASSIE ARTISAN 01290 211147 
dassie.co.uk 

DEBENHAMS 0344 561 6161
debenhams.com
DECO-PAK 01422 204394
deco-pak.co.uk
DECORATIVE COUNTRY LIVING

01400 273632
decorativecountryliving.com
DEE PUDDY 01794 323020
deepuddy.co.uk
DESIGNERS GUILD

020 7351 5775
designersguild.com
DESIGN VINTAGE 01243 573852
designvintage.co.uk
DORMA 0344 980 9977
dorma.co.uk
DOTCOMGIFTSHOP

020 8746 2473
dotcomgiftshop.com
DRY STONEWALLING

ASSOCIATION 015395 67953
dswa.org.uk
DULUX 0333 222 7171 dulux.co.uk

E
EARTHBORN 01928 734171
earthbornpaints.co.uk 

EBAY ebay.co.uk
ELEANOR BOLTON

eleanorbolton.com 

ELLA JAMES 01572 759190
ellajames.co.uk
ENGLISH ANTIQUE GLASS

020 7351 2130
englishantiqueglass.co.uk
ERCOL 01844 271800 ercol.com
ETSY etsy.com
EVERLONG 01665 712623
everlongpaint.com
EXTEX 01634 718871 extex.co.uk

F
FALCON ENAMELWARE  
020 7837 9749

falconenamelware.com
FARMHOUSE TABLE COMPANY

01803 840954
farmhousetablecompany.co.uk
FARROW& BALL 01202 876141
farrow-ball.com
FERMOIE 01672 513723
fermoie.com
FIAT LUX 01373 473555 fiatlux.co.uk
FIRED EARTH 0845 366 0400
firedearth.com
FLOORZ HARDWOOD FLOORING

01892 516638
FOLD4 020 8487 1306
FOSCARINI 020 7557 7557 

aram.co.uk

G
GP&J BAKER 020 7351 7760
gpjbaker.com

GAGGENAU 0344 892 8988
gaggenau.com
GARDEN TRADING 0845 608 4448
gardentrading.co.uk
GEORGE HOME 0800 952 3003
george.com
GINGER RAY 0845 680 2975
gingerray.co.uk
GLASTONBURY FESTIVAL

glastonburyfestivals.co.uk
GORENJE 020 8247 3980
gorenje.co.uk
GRACE & GLORY 01271 370095
graceandgloryhome.co.uk
GRAHAM & GREEN 020 8987 3700
grahamandgreen.co.uk
GREAT LITTLE TRADING

COMPANY 0844 848 6000
gltc.co.uk
GREENGATE greengate.dk
GRUNDIG 0345 603 1234 
grundig.co.uk

H
HASMITH&SON 01452 526145
HABITAT 0344 499 1111

habitat.co.uk
HARVEY JONES 0800 389 6938
harveyjones.com
HAYLOFT PLANTS 01386 562999
hayloft-plants.co.uk
HEAL’S 020 7896 7451 heals.co.uk
HEATHCOTE & IVORY

020 7483 8383
heathcote-ivory.com
HOBBYCRAFT 0330 026 1400

hobbycraft.co.uk»
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HOLLY’S HOUSE 020 7736 2222
hollys-house.com
HONOR BEACH honorbeach.com

HOUSE OF FRASER 0345 602 1073
houseoffraser.co.uk
HOWKAPOW 0117 942 4000
howkapow.com
HUNTER 0330 333 4290
hunterboots.com

I
I LOVE RETRO 07768 738914
iloveretro.co.uk

IAN MANKIN 020 7722 0997
ianmankin.co.uk
IDYLL HOME 01270 812717
idyllhome.co.uk
IKEA 020 3645 0000 ikea.co.uk 

J
JANE CHURCHILL

020 7244 7427 janechurchill.com
JELD-WEN 0845 122 2890 
jeld-wen.co.uk
JENNIFER MANNERS

07899 922474
jennifermanners.co.uk
JOHN LEWIS 0345 604 9049
johnlewis.com
JOHNSTONS OF ELGIN 0344
225 2252 johnstonscashmere.com
JOJO MAMAN BEBE

0871 423 5656
jojomamanbebe.co.uk
JOJO’S INTERIORS 01785 711101
jojosinteriors.co.uk
JOLLY NICE 01285 760868
harrietsjollynice.co.uk
JOULES 01536 454266 joules.com
JOYNER & MASON 01732 848945
joynerandmason.com

K
KATIE LEAMON 07539 050330
katieleamon.com

KENSINGTON DESIGN

020 7938 2000
kensingtondesign.com
KETTLEWELL 01460 279800
kettlewellcolours.co.uk
KILN 01208 880578 kilnstudio.com
KLOEBER 01487 740044
kloeber.co.uk
KOHLER 0844 571 0048 
kohler.co.uk

L
LABOUR AND WAIT  
020 7729 6253

labourandwait.co.uk
LAKELAND 01539 488100
lakeland.co.uk
LA REDOUTE 0800 096 6888
laredoute.co.uk
LAURA ASHLEY 0333 200 8009
lauraashley.com
LEXINGTON lexingtoncompany.com
LIBERON 01797 367555
liberon.co.uk
LIEBHERR 0333 014 7888
myliebherr.co.uk
LIMES & VINES 01920 413986
limesandvines.co.uk
LISSOM + MUSTER 0161 832 7244
lissomandmuster.com
LITTLE GREENE 0845 880 5855
littlegreene.com
LOAF 0845 468 0697 loaf.com
LONDON HOUSE

01937 845123
londonhouserugs.co.uk
LOTTIE DAY 01603 728992
madebylottieday.com

M
MADE 0344 257 1888
made.com

MAISON HOME INTERIORS  
020 8940 0230
maisonhomeinteriors.com
MARKS & SPENCER 0333 014 8000
marksandspencer.com
MARK WILKINSON FURNITURE

01380 850007 mwf.com
MARMALADE YARNS

marmaladeyarns.co.uk
MARQUIS & DAWE 01925 767611
marquisanddawe.co.uk
MARSHALLS 0370 120 7474
marshalls.co.uk
MAUREEN MINCHIN POTTERY

01803 832832
simondrewgalleryceramics.co.uk
MIA FLEUR 0116 298 6393
miafleur.com
MIELE 0330 160 6600 miele.co.uk
MILLARD & FLO 01208 862317
millardandflo.com
MILLIE MOON 01373 464650
milliemoonshop.co.uk
MUD AUSTRALIA 020 7706 4903
mudaustralia.com
MUNGO & MAUD 020 7022 1207
mungoandmaud.com
MYLANDS 020 8670 9161 
mylands.co.uk

N
NATIONAL TRUST SHOP 
0300 123 2025

shop.nationaltrust.org.uk
NEPTUNE 01793 427450
neptune.com
NEXT 0333 777 8000 next.co.uk
NOA & NANI 01303 872957
noaandnani.co.uk
NORDIC HOUSE 01872 223220
nordichouse.co.uk
NOT ON THE HIGH STREET 0345
259 1359 notonthehighstreet.com

O
OGGETTO 01305 881010
oggetto.com

OKA 0844 815 7380 okadirect.com
OLIVE + DAISY 07447 628186
oliveanddaisy.moonfruit.com
OLIVER BONAS 020 8974 0110
oliverbonas.com
OLLI ELLA 020 7713 8668
olliella.com
ONE WORLD TRADING COMPANY

020 8974 2211 one.world
ORIGINAL BTC 020 7351 2130
originalbtc.com
OSMO 01296 481220 osmouk.com
OUT THERE INTERIORS

020 8099 7443
outthereinteriors.com

P
PAD LIFESTYLE 0131 225 9012
padlifestyle.com

PAINT BY CONRAN 0845 094 9030
paintbyconran.com
PALE & INTERESTING

01797 344077
paleandinteresting.com
PASTEL LANE 07949 339416
pastellane.co.uk
PEA GREEN BOAT 020 7687 2627
peagreenboat.com
PEDLARS 01244 784187
pedlars.co.uk
PERRIN & ROWE 01708 526361
perrinandrowe.com
PIG & FIDDLE 01225 460868
pigandfiddle.butcombe.com 

PLANET ORGANIC 020 7221 1345
planetorganic.com
PLANTABOX 01392 829977
plantabox.co.uk
PLASTIKOTE 0844 736 2235
plasti-kote.co.uk
PRIMROSE 0118 903 5210
primrose.co.uk
PROTEK 01749 344697
protekwoodstain.co.uk
PURLFROST 020 8992 4024 
purlfrost.com

R
RAGGED ROSE 01622 812897
raggedrose.com

RE 01434 634567
re-foundobjects.com
REAL STONE CLADDING 0131 331
5473 realstonecladding.co.uk
REDLOH HOUSE FABRICS 020 7371
7787 redlohhousefabrics.com
ROBATA 020 8896 2696
clayovens.com
ROBERTS RADIO 0333 014 2505
robertsradio.co.uk
ROCKETT ST GEORGE

01444 253391 rockettstgeorge.co.uk
RODERICK JAMES 01803 868000
roderickjamesarchitects.co.uk
ROULLIER WHITE 020 8693 5150
roullierwhite.com
RUGS OF THE WORLD

01904 676660 rugsoftheworld.net
RUPERT AKER rupertaker.com

S
SAINSBURY’S 0800 328 1700
sainsburys.co.uk

SAINSBURY’S HOME 0800 636262
sainsburyshome.co.uk
SANDERSON 0844 543 9500
sanderson-uk.com
SAND POINT nationaltrust.org.uk
SCANDI LIVING 01428 608050
scandiliving.com
SCARAMANGA 01334 657642
scaramangashop.co.uk
SCION 0845 123 6815 scion.uk.com
SEASALT 01326 640075
seasaltcornwall.co.uk
SEAWEED ORGANICS

01389 841516
seaweedorganics.co.uk
SEVENTH HEAVEN 01691 777622
divinedreams.co.uk
SHARPS 0800 789789 sharps.co.uk
SIDMOUTH FOLK WEEK

sidmouthfolkweek.co.uk
SMEG 0344 557 9907 smeguk.com
SOFA GALLERY 01543 505696
sofagallery.co.uk
SOFAS & STUFF 0808 178 3211
sofasandstuff.com
SOFA WORKSHOP 0808 159 4626
sofaworkshop.com
SOPHIE CONRAN 020 7603 1522
sophieconran.com
STEEL CUCINE 01275 343000
bradshaw.co.uk
SUB 13 01225 466667 sub13.net
SUNFLEX 01603 258649 
sunflexuk.co.uk

T
T&G Woodware 01275 841841
tg-woodware.com

TK MAXX 01923 473561
tkmaxx.com
TALKING TABLES 020 7627 6767
talkingtables.co.uk
TERRE D’HAUTANIBOUL

00 33 5 63 50 70 27 hautaniboul.fr 

TERRY’S FABRICS 01782 566666
terrysfabrics.co.uk
THE BAKEMONGER 07765 825200
thebakemonger.com
THE BASKET COMPANY

01202 422600
thebasketcompany.com
THE CONRAN SHOP 0844 848 4000
conranshop.co.uk
THE COTSWOLD COMPANY

0333 200 1725 cotswoldco.com
THE COTTON BUNTING COMPANY

01245 363310
cottonbunting.co.uk
THE DORMY HOUSE 01264 365808
thedormyhouse.com
THE FRENCH BEDROOM

COMPANY 01444 415430
frenchbedroomcompany.co.uk
THE GLUTTONOUS GARDENER

020 7627 0800 glut.co.uk
THE GREAT ENGLISH OUTDOORS

01497 821205 greatenglish.co.uk
THE LINEN WORKS 020 3744 1020
thelinenworks.co.uk
THE NOMADS TENT 0131 662 1612 
nomadstent.co.uk
THE ORCHARD 0845 643 0363
theorchardhomeandgifts.com
THE RUG COMPANY 020 7243 7342
therugcompany.com
THE STONE BAKE OVEN

COMPANY 0845 834 0252
thestonebakeovencompany.co.uk
THE STRIPES COMPANY

01244 336387
thestripescompany.com
THE WEDDING OF MY DREAMS

0844 693 1449
theweddingofmydreams.co.uk
THE WHITE COMPANY

020 3758 9222
thewhitecompany.com
TOPPS TILES 0800 783 6262
toppstiles.co.uk
TORI MURPHY 0115 960 8472
torimurphy.com

U
URBANARA 0800 779 7527
urbanara.co.uk

V
VANESSA ARBUTHNOTT  

01285 831437
vanessaarbuthnott.co.uk
VERY 0844 822 2321 very.co.uk
VILLE & CAMPAGNE

villeetcampagne.co.uk
VINTAGE FLOWER PAINTINGS

07768 592297
vintageflowerpaintings.com
VOLGA LINEN 01728 635020
volgalinen.co.uk
VOYA voya.ie

W
WAITROSE KITCHEN 
0800 188881

waitrosekitchen.com
WAYFAIR wayfair.co.uk
WEBER 020 3630 1500
weberbbq.co.uk
WHICHFORD POTTERY

01608 684416 whichfordpottery.com
WILD & WOLF 01225 789909
wildandwolf.com
WYEVALE GARDEN CENTRES

0344 272 3000
wyevalegardencentres.co.uk

Z
ZEST 4 LEISURE 01352 752555
zest4leisure.co.uk P
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TO ADVERTISE HERE OR ON OUR ONLINE DIRECTORY
Please call The Team on 020 3148 2261, or email homeinterestclassiied@timeinc.com
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Beam Renovation

Beds & Bedding

Bathrooms

Carpets

Conservatories

Fabrics & Decorations

Fashion

Faux Books

Fires & Fireplaces

Flooring

Furniture

Gardens

Garden Furniture

Heating/Radiators

Home Accessories

Home Interiors

Interior Design

Kitchens

Lighting

Paints

Panelling

Sofas & Sofabeds

Verandas

Looking to buy something for your home? You’ll ind 

it in our easy to follow guide

M A R K E T  P L AC E

& INTERIORS
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,QVSLUDWLRQDO DQG EHDXWLIXOO\ %ULWLVK KDQGPDGH
IXUQLWXUH ZLWKRXW WKH KLJK VWUHHW SULFH WDJ

&DOO XV RQ ���� ��� ���� RU YLVLW ZLOORZDQGKDOO�FR�XN
2U FRV\ XS RQ VRIDV� VRID EHGV DQG EHGV LQ RXU /RQGRQ VKRZURRP
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GHVLJQHUV DQG PDQXIDFWXUHUV
RI GHFRUDWLYH PHWDOFUDIW�
VSHFLDOLVLQJ LQ ZHDWKHUYDQHV
DQG VZLQJLQJ VLJQV IRU IDUPV�
KRPHV DQG EXVLQHVVHV�%HVSRNH
FRPPLVVLRQV DUH ZHOFRPH� 7KH
TXDOLW\ RI FUDIWVPDQVKLS PDNHV
WKLV PHWDOZRUN WKH SHUIHFW
VSHFLDO JLIW� )RU PRUH LQIRUPDWLRQ
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KITCHENS
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EDWKURRPV DUH UHIUHVKLQJO\ GLIIHUHQW� 5HJLVWHU RQOLQH IRU D EURFKXUH DQG

IUHH QR REOLJDWLRQ GHVLJQ VHUYLFH�

&RPPLVVLRQV IXOILOOHG WKURXJKRXW 8.� (XURSH DQG ZRUOGZLGH�
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W
hen I gaze at the herb

garden at Rosemoor in

Devon, there is no doubt

that this is the view that beats all

others. It’s my local RHS garden,

and I’ve been visiting it for years. 

There are so many wonderful

planting combinations that stop

you dead in your tracks. I like seeing different ones

that I haven’t thought of using. In my garden, I love

using red-leaved herbs, which makes the green look

‘greener’. What I love most about Rosemoor is the

space and how nothing feels cramped or packed in.

You can wander from the roses into the herb garden,

then down to the kitchen garden. In summer, they

have a wonderful display of lemon bergamot, which

is absolutely beautiful, and there is also a lovely

thyme bed. It never feels like work going there.

Now is the best time of year to enjoy a herb garden.

The lavender is in flower, as are thyme and

rosemary, oregano and sage. Herbs in the Lamiaceae

family, which includes thyme, sage, oregano, basil,

rosemary, lavender and mint, are my favourites.

Herbs are a passion and a way of life for me. One of

the best things you can do in a herb garden is just

sit down, breathe in all the aromas and listen to the

buzzing of the bees. Herb gardens should be designed

so that you can sit in them. People have done this

since ancient times. We have lost a sense of 

peacefulness in today’s society and we need to get it

back – it will help our wellbeing more than anything.

I first became interested in herbs through cooking.

When I go out to my herb garden in summer, I’m

looking for herbs to snip and add to salads. They

are such versatile ingredients, and just a small

amount of leaves will transform a salad into

something special. I love adding fresh herbs to

dressings, too, particularly basil or mint. And I use

oregano in my pizza dough or scatter thyme on top. 

I was thrilled and honoured to have been appointed

an RHS ambassador earlier this year. I’ve asked

for a flag to put on my delivery van! People don’t

realise how much plants give us and how they

really enhance our lives. There’s something about

gardening that makes me so happy. I also believe

you can help yourself to keep well by using plants.

I make rosemary tea, as it’s been proven to help

stimulate memory – just a 2cm sprig added to a cup

of boiling water and left to stand for five minutes,

then strained. When I have a lot on and I’m trying

to remember things, rosemary tea is amazing at

helping. The smell alone clears the head and it’s

really good, too, for lifting your mood. 

RHS Garden Rosemoor, rhs.org.uk. Jekka’s Herb Farm,

jekkasherbfarm.com. Jekka created a show garden

for St John’s Hospice at this year’s RHS Chelsea

Flower Show; stjohnshospice.org.uk.

Herb grwer Jekka McVicar 

‘I FIND THE HERB GARDEN
AT ROSEMOOR INSPIRATIONAL’
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